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What the world needs now is cleaner power – made 
possible by people who bring a new perspective 

to the challenge. A world where more renewable 
energy can power more lives. And where gas power 

and a modern grid help provide energy whenever 
and wherever it’s needed. Because seeing a cleaner 

world isn’t something that’s far in the future.
It’s the world we’re building now.

People who
see challenges 



For more than four decades, GE has worked with Egypt’s government and private sector 
partners in aviation, energy, healthcare, and digital transformation. Across the energy 

ecosystem, GE is a partner in the country’s quest for power generation diversification, as set 
out in the country’s ISES 2035.  And with Egypt hosting COP27 this November, GE continues 
to drive the world forward by tackling its biggest energy challenges. By combining world-
class engineering with software and analytics, GE helps the world work more efficiently, 
reliably, and safely. For 130 years, GE has invented the future of industry, and today it leads 
new paradigms in additive manufacturing, materials science, and data analytics. GE people 
are global, diverse, and dedicated, operating with the highest integrity and passion to fulfill 
GE’s mission and deliver for our customers.

Supporting Egypt’s climate change agenda 
GE has joined a coalition with Bechtel and other energy transition leaders. The partners will 
provide execution, technology, and financing expertise for a new initiative to support the 
decarbonization of select petroleum facilities in Egypt, aligning plans with the country’s 
leadership of the COP27, UN Climate Change Conference 2022. GE will bring software 
solutions to this coalition of partners, helping to make meaningful progress on the wider 
energy transition. Work of the coalition has begun with the signing of an MOU with the 
support of the Ministry of Petroleum. Stage one will be an assessment of onshore oil and 
gas facilities fully or partially owned by the Government of Egypt to target CO2 /methane 
emissions reduction and energy savings.

Stable, reliable energy to 4 over million homes
GE-built technologies deliver up to 16 gigawatts of electricity to the national grid through 
gas turbines and grid equipment in Egypt. With eight active sites, which include work on 
new sub-stations, services to existing sub-stations, and working on planned outages and 
maintenance, GE is in a position to further support the country’s drive towards cleaner 
energy with its gas turbines capable of running on hydrogen-blended fuels for lower 
emissions, and its grid technologies optimizing operations. Also, GE Renewable Energy 
provides technology, including substations, that support the country’s growing wind and 
solar generating capacity. These GE technologies combined represent 35% of the energy 
fleet framework currently installed in Egypt

Efficient aviation
In 2021, GE Aviation was awarded a CFM long-term services agreement for EgyptAir’s LEAP-
1A fleet. GE is powering EgyptAir’s A320neo with the LEAP engine, which burns 15% less fuel 
compared to predecessor CFM56 technology. There are currently 7 aircraft on order, with 8 
recently delivered and in operation with CFM LEAP engines.

GE and Ministry of Health
GE collaborates with the MOH on numerous programs including the launch of the Women’s 
Health Initiative, which has already impacted 21 million women. In partnership with MOH, 
GE has brought the Gustave Roussy one-stop breast cancer diagnostics program to Egypt 
to increase the speed and the accuracy of breast cancer diagnosis.

Digital transformation and Industry 4.0
Digital Transformation is a key initiative GE is proud to have partnered with Egypt on. At 
the end of 2021, the Egyptian Ministry of Military Production presented GE with an award 
recognizing the company’s partnership in supporting the digital transformation of the 
Ministry’s factories. GE has also deployed an Industry 4.0 applications project to further 
optimize operations, reduce costs, and enhance efficiency, and launched a national 
initiative to train 1000 Egyptian engineers on Industry 4.0 technology with a certified GE 
program. GE continues to explore new collaborations to further support the country’s 
digital transformation.

GE has a storied history. For 130 years, people have counted on GE to “find out what the 
world needs… and try to invent it,” as its founder Thomas Edison famously said. This still 
rings true across markets at GE today. Innovation is at the core of everything GE does, and in 
the lead up to COP27, it continues its commitment to partnering with Egypt on its journey 
towards a more sustainable future.
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The new normal that the pandemic enforced on the 
world has highlighted the importance of financial 
technology (fintech), transforming how people live 
and how businesses operate. 

The pandemic caused a perceptible shift in 
consumer behavior that required fintech companies 
to help businesses with powerful digitization 
strategies. That changed how customers interact with 
payment systems, opening new doors to growing the 
e-commerce ecosystem through immediate, secure, 
and seamless customer experience, expanding the 
boundaries of the digital world.

According to World Bank’s Global Findex Data, only 
33% of adults in Egypt have bank accounts. To increase 
that penetration, the government prioritized financial 
inclusion in its 2030 Vision to support SMEs, formalize 
the informal sector, raise employment rates, and 
achieve sustainable economic growth. 

Egypt’s accelerated digital transformation journey 
means that alternative payment methods are booming, 
becoming a vital financing model, and Etisalat Misr 
is front and center. The company solved crucial 
challenges by delivering digital, secure, seamless user 
experiences and putting financial inclusion at the core 
of its services, starting with Etisalat Cash. It disburses 
government salaries and pensions through the Etisalat 
Wallet, offers cash-free transactions via the National 
Bank of Egypt’s ATMs, pays bills and recharge services, 
and e-vouchers purchase services. 

Additionally, Etisalat Misr expanded its electronic 
payment and collection methods. It also raised 
awareness to push the country’s digital transformation 
journey forward, laying the foundations for the tech-
telco market. 

Technological enablement helped create a cashless 
society via digital payments. It morphed into a 
holistic digital landscape, “driving the digital future to 
empower societies.” 

Digital utilization shapes societies. For the past 
15 years, Etisalat Misr has pushed Egypt’s digital 
agenda and created a digital entertainment platform 
that ensures a faster route to market for digital-led 
consumers. 

Etisalat Misr’s digital OTT services (Etisalat TV, Music, 
Sports, and Gamification services) elevated My Etisalat 

mobile application’s customer experience by providing 
more accessible and convenient management of 
users’ accounts at their fingertips. 

Etisalat’s digital offerings further encompass 
advanced technological tools that improve network 
speed and connectivity to utilize intelligent IVR systems 
that increase self-help, robotic process automation, 
and chatbots complaint management system held 
through WhatsApp Business. Meanwhile, the digital 
entertainment platform, which offers Mobile Cash 
services, has over 20 million consumers.

Etisalat Misr contributes to Egypt’s overall digital 
transformation plan by providing its state-of-the-
art technology and infrastructure, enabling under-
served groups with financial inclusion and economic 
empowerment and a holistic digital system.

Tomorrow’s fuel
Previously Etisalat Group, e& has created a digital 
portfolio and reach by scaling up its fintech into the 
rest of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). As 
the global economy recovers, the door is open for new 
opportunities in the fintech landscape. Leveraging 
those unique assets will create opportunities that 
will define tomorrow’s economy with technology 
and digitization, enabling possibilities that were 
unimaginable only a short time ago. 

Think big 
With an easy, fast, and secure service, the eWallet 
handles consumers’ digital payments, connecting 
customers and brands with just a click, transforming 
into “a global technology and investment conglomerate 
that accelerates the digital transformation journey.” 

Etisalat Misr ventures into further initiatives, 
enabling users through new services, including 
fintech, the rising star of the last decade, and relying 
on solid foundations for creating intelligent edge 
platforms with innovative problem solving to enable 
more thoughtful and sustainable developments. 

As we celebrate the past, we venture into the future 
with e&, aiming to bring people closer to a more 
connected world, all by ideating, designing, and 
delivering a range of innovative and breakthrough 
technologies that make it possible.

Bridging the Familiar with the Unfamiliar 
Etisalat Misr dives into the new normal, celebrating 15 years of seamless customer   
experience and pioneering what’s ahead.
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experience and pioneering what’s ahead.



By the time you read this, Business Monthly's dedicated portal will have 
been online for a week or so. For us, these are exciting times as we wit-
ness the birth of a new product to complement the print magazine. They 
also are the most challenging as we prepare to offer all our readers a new 
type of content to keep you up to date with the most important news and 
analyze how it could affect daily life, work, business and Egypt's economy. 

The crown jewel of the portal will be the bespoke content the Business 
Monthly team will produce for this new product. While those articles will 
be shorter than the ones in the magazine, they will offer similar context, 
analysis and insights. In addition, they will publish much faster, keeping 
all our readers "in the loop" all the time and from the devices they prefer. 
The portal will also offer more diverse content, with multimedia providing 
all our readers with insights they seek in different formats.  

The print content will migrate to the new portal, benefiting from its 
fresh interface. In addition, the website will also host the AmCham 
Research department's latest top-draw reports, Industry Insights, 
Business Digest, Policy Notes, and other research-based products. 

For Business Monthly, the portal means the print version will have to be 
more forward-looking, making informed forecasts about what govern-
ments and businesses might do to respond to ongoing events. And 
invariably, how that connects to Egypt and the United States. The maga-
zine's mission will be to illuminate possible future events and what they 
could mean for our daily lives, work, business and Egypt's economy. 

Business Monthly is growing. No longer will it be a print magazine 
whose content is published online. Its new mission is to become a "one-
stop-hub" for insights and analysis of local, regional and international 
news that affects Egypt's economy and business landscape. 

Please visit the new portal at www.businessmonthlyeg.com, and let us 
know what you think.
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While the financial crisis in Egypt is still exerting a heavy toll on the 
economy, the good news is that no one is in denial. Make no mistake: 
The indicators suggest the economy still has a rocky road ahead. The 
S&P Global Egypt Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) for Egypt remains 
solidly in contraction territory, despite a slight increase from 46.5 in 
March to 46.9 in April. The construction sector accounted for the slight 
boost, but industry, trade and employment fared much worse on the 
index than in previous months. 

Fortunately, there has been a fundamental shift from the mindset that 
governed the economy over the last seven years. Finally, there is realization 
that the private sector must be empowered to lead the economy. The gov-
ernment is lining up corrective actions, which include a clear plan for the 
state’s timely, phased exit from the majority of productive sectors. Even as 
the Ministry of Trade and Industry and Central Bank of Egypt engage in a 
tug-of-war over limiting and controlling imports, the government acknowl-
edges that it’s a temporary measure until they get the house in order. 

Obviously it had to take a crisis of this magnitude to convince decision 
makers that what worked seven years ago cannot work in this second 
phase of economic development. The Ukraine war exacerbated the crisis 
started by the pandemic and exposed the cracks in both the monetary 
and fiscal policies, making the inherent problems plaguing our economy 
crystal clear. Looking on the bright side, we could call the crisis a blessing 
in disguise. 

When it comes to navigating this crisis, time is of the essence. We expect 
more FDI news in the coming days, as well as the official announcement of 
the state-owned enterprises divestiture plan. Aggressive moves to unlock 
bureaucracy are also well underway, with strong backing from Egypt’s pres-
ident to give them credibility and more traction. These moves strengthen 
Egypt during its current negotiations with the International Monetary Fund, 
and a new IMF funding deal would ultimately give Egypt’s efforts a seal of 
approval.  

Because ultimately, history has shown that building a monetary policy on 
hot money and a fixed exchange rate will not work. It’s time to change 
course and put the economy on the right track.

TAREK TAWFIK 
President, AmCham Egypt 

NOT OUT OF THE 
WOODS YET

VIEWPOINT
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Mountain View has long been associated with 
an outstanding architectural creativity and 
unprecedented innovation, and is renowned for 
its distinctive white & blue iconic homes as well as 
exquisite landscapes. The company has been a true 
champion of spreading positivity and happiness 
through its ventures and among its people, putting 
together vibrant and family-driven neighbourhoods 
together with campaigns that touch the hearts of 
the entire country. This year, the real estate giant put 
together the biggest stunt when they surprised us 
with a heart-felt campaign for residents’ loved ones 
to come back from abroad to see their families in 
Egypt during Ramadan. The “Science of Happiness” 
has sincerely been brought to life over the past few 
years and the real estate industry in Egypt has since 
changed. 

The ambitious developer embodies a picturesque 
residential community that inspires creativity, which 
meets world-class quality standards in architecture 
and design, delivered by a pool of talented local and 
international experts led by a core value: respect. The 
company has developed a reputation for excellence 
with the brand’s visionary, Eng. Amr Soliman, 
Mountain View’s Founder and CEO, fuelled by his 
revolutionary and aspiring story.

Mountain View teamed up with “Delivering 
Happiness” to implement the “Science of Happiness” 
in their projects’ designs, cultures, and workplaces. 
The organisation focuses on designing first-tier 
residences and resorts that are structured, up-to-
date, creative, and cost-effective while staying deeply 
rooted in real life, and these inspirational ideals have 
resonated with its ventures. 

The company believes that a better and more 
meaningful life is not only their duty towards their 
communities but also their responsibility towards the 
generations to come. Driven by this belief, Mountain 
View creates breathable, walkable and liveable 
environments to make each day enjoyable and stress-
free away from the congestion and commotion of the 
outside world, all while encouraging residents to make 
the most of their everyday life and engage in healthy 
lifestyle activities such as yoga and meditation. 

These inspirational values have resonated with its 
projects, as the company focuses on developing first-
tier residences and resorts that are structured, up-to-
date, innovative and cost-efficient while remaining 
deeply ingrained in real life, for those who aspire to 
grow a happy family and build a meaningful life; in a 
safe place they can call home.

Passing this joyful experience to families, and to 
empower young generations, the company launched 
the Youth Development Program to cultivate the skills 
of children aged 4-17 years old through Mountain 
View’s projects and build impactful experiences to 
foster their self-development to pass on to future 
generations.  The program is designed to immerse 
young children in the authentic Egyptian culture 
and real-life experience. Throughout the program, 
the company has developed a curriculum focusing 
on connecting families and children to their lineage 
culture and customs, as well as familiarising children 
with their heritage, culture, and society through 
various activities.

The brand is built on empathy, innovation and 
creativity. They achieve empathy through seeing, 
feeling and hearing their clients completely, not just 
through market research and focus groups, who help 
them gain a deeper understanding of their client’s 
true needs. The brand then employs creativity to 
achieve and exceed expectations, solve issues and 
create something truly unique. Finally, they employ 
rationale to see how all of this is logically achievable. 

With more than 15 years’ experience, this innovative 
brand will continue to write inspiring stories in the 
new chapters to come. Mountain View continues 
to flourish and grow, with an impressive number of 
residential projects under construction in New Cairo, 
Sixth of October, Ain Sokhna and the North Coast. The 
company’s land portfolio is one of the largest land 
portfolios in the Egyptian real estate market, which 
caters to the company’s plans to offer more expansion 
that reached 15 projects nationwide serving more 
than 54 thousand families. This great demand on the 
projects is the ‘bridge of trust’ that Mountain View 
built with its customers through all their previous 
projects.

Advertorial
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Exports to the U.S. jumped 56.3% to $2.5 billion 
in 2021, compared to $1.6 billion the previous 
year, according to CAPMAS, the state-run    
statistics agency. 

Meanwhile, the country's imports from the 

United States were valued at $6.1 billion last 
year, a 30.9% increase from $4.7 billion in 2020. 

Total trade between the two countries rose 
37.4% to $8.6 billion in 2021, up from $6.3        
billion in 2020.

EXPORTS TO THE U.S. SURGE IN 2021 
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The financial inclusion rate in Egypt grew by 115% over the past 
six years, the Central Bank of Egypt (CBE) announced. 

Total transactional accounts, including all bank accounts, Egypt 
Post, mobile wallets and prepaid cards, had 36.8 million users, or 
56.2% of the country's 65.4 million people aged 16 and up. 

According to CBE data, a total of 16 million women own a bank 
account, up 171% compared to 2016. 

The number of prepaid cards jumped to 39,883 per 100,000 
adults, while the number of mobile wallets reached 38,505 per 
100,000. 

CBE indicators also showed the number of financial access 
points — bank branches, Egypt Post, microfinance Institutions, 
ATMs, points of sale, and payment service providers — reached 
1,037 per 100,000 adults. 

About half of Egypt's economic sectors don't have access to 
banking services. Accordingly, the CBE is working to involve these 
sectors through non-bank financial services. As part of Egypt's 
2030 Vision, the country adopted a strategy to make financial 
services cashless and include most of the population in the bank-
ing system. Payroll cards of 4.3 million state employees have been 
replaced by Meeza cards, the national governmental payment 
system. 

In March, the CBE launched the National Instant Payment Net-
work and InstaPay mobile application, allowing clients to process 
electronic fund transfers instantly. 

FINANCIAL INCLUSION 
MORE THAN DOUBLES  

16 million women own a 
transactional account 
(Growth rate of 171%) 

Prepaid Cards 

TOWARD FINANCIAL INCLUSION (2016-2021)

26.1 million cards - 
39,833 per 100,00 

adults 
Mobile Wallets 

25.2 million wallets - 
38,505 per 100,000 

adults 
Number of 

 financial access 
points 

Bank branches, ATMs, 
points of sale, payment 

service providers 
1,073 per 100,000 

adults
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AFRICA'S TOP BUSINESS CITY? 
CAIRO
Statista Global Business Cities has identified and ranked the top 
cities for business in Africa, with Cairo coming out on top. The re-
port evaluates 200 cities worldwide based on the most relevant 
data for decisions at the corporate level, as well as population and 
GDP, among many other factors. 

The index is based on economic strength and development, in-
frastructure and logistics, population development, education, 
the standard of living, tourism, culture and the environment. 

TRADE DEFICIT SHRINKS 32% IN JANUARY  
In January, Egypt's trade deficit fell 32.3% to 
$2.44 billion year-on-year, down from $3.6 bil-
lion, CAPMAS said. Exports grew 34.5% to $3.99 
billion, compared with $2.97 billion the same 
month a year earlier. 
The increase was backed by a surge in the value 

of several commodities, including petrol pro-
ducts (107%), crude oil (66.5%), and ready-made 
garments (46.8%). 
Meanwhile, Egyptian imports were valued at 
$6.43 billion, down 2.2% from $6.57 billion in 
January 2021. 

Cairo 
 31.84

AFRICA'S TOP BUSINESS CITIES

Algiers 
31.32

Johannesburg 
30.3

Casablanca 
28.84

Nairobi 
24.01

Capetown 
17.14

Accra 
16.48

Lagos 
10.70

Source: Statista Global Business Cities Report
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Much like the pandemic accelerated emerging trends in 
2020, including hybrid workplaces and reliance on digital 
communication, the war between Russia and Ukraine is 
amplifying the economic aftermath of COVID-19.  

The most significant fallout from the pandemic is run-
away inflation due to product shortages, supply chain 
bottlenecks, and rising energy prices. Those factors jeop-
ardize economic recoveries worldwide, as importers and 
exporters lose business due to late deliveries and 
increase consumer prices to account for spiraling costs. 
"Mounting inflationary pressures and the lurking specter 
of recession come as no surprise," Mahmoud Mohieldin, 
a World Bank Group senior vice president, wrote in an 
October op-ed on Ahram Online. "When following cur-
rent global economic developments ... one term that 
often comes across is stagflation [stagnant GDP growth 
coupled with inflation].'" 

The Russia-Ukraine war further disrupts food and ener-
gy supplies from both countries. A Bank of America 
Securities survey published in April shows GDP growth 
expectations at their lowest, with 71% of respondents 
pessimistic. Meanwhile, inflation in the United States 
continues to rise beyond the Federal Reserve's 2% 
benchmark, reaching an annual rate of 8.5% in March, its 
highest level in 40 years. "Expectations of stagflation 
have risen to the highest level since August 2008," noted 
the bank's analysis accompanying the survey.  

So far, rising prices haven't hurt U.S. consumption. 
"Retail sales are roughly 10% above their pre-pandemic 
level. New home sales are about 6% above their January 
2020 level ... Low sales as the single biggest concern [for 
SMEs] has rarely been lower than it is today: 4%," wrote 
Neil Dutta of Renaissance Macro Research in a March op-
ed for Business Insider. "This current level of growth is 
simply unsustainable."  

If and when stagflation hits, it could be a significant 
blow to Egypt's foreign currency inflows in the long term. 
According to the Central Bank of Egypt, the United 
States was Egypt's biggest non-oil export market in the 
first quarter of the fiscal year 2021/2022, accounting for 
over 21.8% of outgoing non-oil goods.  

Balancing act 
In economic literature, when GDP grows rapidly, unem-
ployment rates drop as companies make more money 
and expand their operations. As more businesses 
become more competitive, they give higher wages to 
attract the best talent. That results in more employees 
earning higher incomes who can afford more luxury and 
non-essential goods and services.  

That results in rising prices of goods and services to 
compensate for higher demand and payrolls. Eventually, 
inflation will become too high, making those non-essen-
tial goods and services less affordable, ultimately reduc-
ing consumption. That cools GDP growth and could 
result in slightly higher unemployment.  

The cycle repeats itself when prices of luxury and non-
essential products and services are low enough to 
encourage more consumption.  

Central banks can exercise control over this cycle by 
setting inflation rate targets. In Egypt, a fast-growing 
emerging economy, that target is 9%, plus or minus 2%, 
while in the United States, an advanced slow-growing 
economy, the inflation target is 2% or less.  

When inflation increases, central banks raise interest 
rates to maintain those targets — enticing individuals to 
save. That reduces consumption and, therefore, inflation. 
The balancing act ensures that interest rates don't 
increase too much, making credit to businesses and indi-
viduals expensive and causing consumption to dwindle 
further — leading to a recession.  

 
Worst-case scenario 
In 1973 and 1974, the United States saw oil prices rise 
after GCC countries halted supplies to Europe and 
America in support of Egypt during the Six-October 
War with Israel. In addition, then-President Richard 
Nixon ended price controls on essential food com-
modities, and extreme weather during those two 
years reduced crop yields. The Iranian Revolution in 
1978-79 further disrupted oil supplies to those 
advanced economies. 

American     Impact     

by Tamer Hafez

RiskTHREE-PRONGED 
Balanced unemployment, inflation and GDP 
growth signify a healthy economy. In America, that 
balance looks increasingly shaky and puts Egypt's 
exports to the United States at risk.       
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Those food and energy supply shocks caused inflation 
to rise from 5% in 1972 to 15% by 1980, according to the 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Meanwhile, GDP contract-
ed by up to 4.8% at its worst in 1974. It recovered in sub-
sequent years, but was consistently below its historical 
averages until 1980.  

Economists characterized that period as stagflation. "It 
happens when there is a so-called negative supply 
shock," Veronika Dolar, an economist at SUNY Old 
Westbury and visiting professor at Stony Brook 
University, told Yahoo! News in March. "That is when 
something that is crucial to an entire economy suddenly 
becomes in short supply or ... more expensive." 

"Households feel the sting of a weakening economy ... 
but don't see the corresponding relief on costs ... because 
shortages or other problems cause businesses to keep 
their prices high," said Dutta of Renaissance Macro 
Research.  

As a result, recovering from stagflation is complex. "In 
this scenario, the tradeoffs are worse than what we'd nor-
mally see in a recession, making it tricky to break a 
streak of stagflation," said Dutta. Reducing interest rates 
to spur GDP growth and employment would encour-
age further spending and inflation. Meanwhile, rising 
interest rates would further plunge the economy into 
stagnation or even recession. "This makes a difficult 
needle to thread for policymakers," he said.  

  
History repeating 
Some experts see the war in Ukraine as a precursor 
to stagflation in America. "There are enough simi-
larities between our current moment and the 
1970s disaster that it's time to take stagflation seriously," 
said Dutta.  

Those signs appeared long before the conflict in 
Ukraine. "The past few months have brought 
successive price increases in a variety of 
goods and commodities," said 
Mohieldin of the World Bank in his 
October 2021 op-ed. For example, cotton 
prices increased 43.9% from July until the 
war began. Meanwhile, IBISWorld, a market 
research firm, estimated the cost of semicon-
ductors and electronic components has jumped 
by nearly 10% in 2022, compared to a fall in prices in 
2020. Since rising in 1986, semiconductor prices have 
increased only three times: 1988, 1989 and 1993, with the 
highest annual jump less than 2% annually.  

One cause of those hikes is that companies limited or 
halted production throughout 2020 and 2021, in line 
with lockdown measures. That disrupted the flow of 
exports, as evidenced by the ongoing global microchip 
shortage. As a result, cargo spent more time at the 
docks waiting to be loaded and that ultimately caused 

logistics bottlenecks, which further delayed deliveries, 
simultaneously causing inflation and slower sales.  

Additionally, government policies contributed to trade 
disruptions and spiraling global inflation. "It is easy to 
cast the blame for the problems in supply chains and 
logistics on COVID-19," Mohieldin wrote. "This only makes 
it easier to overlook the protectionist practices that exist-
ed before and after the pandemic and that continue to 
hamper the movement of trade, drive up prices and 
reduce supply."  

American     Impact    
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In 2022, the rift between the United States, EU and 
other rich countries, on the one hand, and Russia will 
only add to the disruption of the global flow of goods. For 
example, U.S. sanctions ban the sale of any Russian-
made products and the import of oil and natural gas. 
That could hurt American importers who had business 
with Russian producers.  

Nearly 345 U.S. companies froze business operations in 
Russia after the conflict started. They operate across 
numerous sectors, including energy, food, textiles and 
clothing, banks and entertainment, according to Yale 
School of Management information updated April 20.  

"Firms are cutting ties and, in doing so, earning good 
press," Joel Naroff, president and founder of Naroff 
Economic Advisors, a consulting firm, told the 
Philadelphia Inquirer in March. 

Soon, though, those companies, their suppliers, and 
supply chains may see revenue shortfalls. A case in point 
is Shell Oil, which cut all ties with Russia starting in April, 
including not buying oil or natural gas and pulling out of 
a joint venture with Gazprom, Russia's state-owned oil 
and gas company. Experts told the BBC in April the 
move could cost Shell $5 billion. "Sometimes, firms slip 
up and don't understand ... a potential tradeoff between 
corporate image and the short and long-term financial 
impact of certain actions," wrote Naroff.  

The conflict also affects exports of food and energy 
commodities, such as oil, wheat, sunflower oils, and other 
grains from Ukraine and Russia. That resulted in skyrock-
eting prices and their biggest importers, including Egypt 
and Germany, scrambling to find alternative suppliers.  

To calm global oil prices, the United States said it 
would release 180 million barrels from its strategic 
reserve over six months starting in March. It is the first 
such move since the reserve's creation in 1974 — one 
year after the GCC's oil embargo to the West ended. The 
announcement dropped international oil prices from 
nearly $120 to $93.60 a barrel. At press time, crude oil 
stood at $103.20 a barrel, up from $90 before the war. 

Meanwhile, India, the world's second-largest wheat 
producer with exports accounting for 1% of international 
wheat trade, is looking to replace Ukraine as a global 
supplier. "We are working with several other ministries ... 
as well as exporters and state governments to increase 
our wheat exports significantly," Piyush Goyal, minister 
for commerce and industry, told the media in April. After 
the announcement, wheat dropped about 11.7% from its 
all-time high on March 7. However, the press-time price 
was still 40.6% higher than before the war.  

Those price jumps were happening as the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), in April, downgraded 
its global GDP growth forecasts from 4.4% in 2022 and 
3.8% in 2023 to 3.6% for both years. "We are still some 
ways away from stagflation and are only looking at its 

early warning signs," said Mohieldin. "We still have 
opportunities to avert it." 

 
What next? 
Predicting policies the U.S. Fed might enact to avert 
stagflation could prove vital, particularly for poor and less 
developed countries whose macroeconomic policies 
change with America's. Egypt, for example, increased 
interest rates on March 21 by 100 basis points to 9.25%, 
four days after the Fed raised its interest rates by 25 basis 
points, reaching 0.5%.  

That sudden increase was likely a lesson learned from 
a policy failure in the 1970s. "The Fed left interest rates too 
low for too long," said Dutta. "The Fed assumed the U.S. 
economy could continue to accelerate without trigger-
ing runaway price increases ... the error was costly: a 
decade of high inflation." 

Dutta believes the Fed should prioritize bringing down 
inflation. "The Fed should have the green light to keep 
hiking interest rates throughout the year ... and cool off 
the economy," he said. "Doing so should help tamp 
down inflation but not cause enough harm to the labor 
market to trigger a recession or inflict undue pain on 
workers."  

At the start of 2022, the Fed said it plans to increase 
interest rates several times this year and the next. After 
Russia invaded Ukraine in late February, the Wall Street 
Journal reported that unnamed Fed officials predicted 
interest rates to reach 2% by 2022. Meanwhile, "median 
projects show the rate rising to around 2.75% by the end 
of 2023," noted the publication. That would be its highest 
since 2008. 

In March, Nouriel Roubini, chief economist at Atlas 
Capital Team, highlighted a possible policy shift in a blog 
on Project Syndicate. "Governments ... under pressure 
from disgruntled citizens ... may be tempted to come to 
the rescue with price and wage caps and administrative 
controls to tame inflation," he said.  

However, that solution would likely backfire, plunging 
the U.S. economy into stagflation territory. "These mea-
sures have proved unsuccessful in the past (causing, for 
example, rationing) - not least in the stagflationary 1970s -
- and there is no reason to think that this time would be 
different," noted Roubini. "If anything, some governments 
would make matters ... worse by, say, reintroducing auto-
matic indexation mechanisms for salaries and pensions."  

On the other hand, John Williams, president and CEO 
of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, said the wave 
of rising prices and slowing GDP growth rates are tem-
porary. Therefore, overcoming them won't require signif-
icant policy alterations. "It may boost near-term inflation, 
but household savings and strong economic growth 
should help limit the damage," he told Reuters in April. 

His confidence stems from Americans receiving three 
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stimulus checks between April 2020 and March 2021, 
worth a combined $3,200 per person. "The economy is 
coming into this with a lot of forward momentum," said 
Williams. He likened the increase in oil prices to a "tax" on 
American consumers that limits spending. "But savings 
accumulated during the pandemic may help offset 
higher costs," he added.  

That should reduce consumption of non-essentials, 
dropping their prices, as a more significant portion of 
households' budgets goes to pay for basics. "Inflation 
[should] come down later this year but remain well 
above the [Federal Reserve's] 2% target," he said.  

In a February blog on Investopedia, Sean Ross, founder 
and manager of Free Lances Ltd., a hub for freelance edi-
tors, researchers and writers, said the solution that 
worked in the 1970s was to let stagflation resolve on its 
own. "Over time, the cost of oil returned to more normal 
levels, and the economy began to emerge from its 
slump," he said. 

 
Partial solutions 
However, Roubini said this time "policymakers may 
[have to] abandon one of their objectives [of meeting 
inflation, economic growth, interest targets]" in favor of 

the other two. He added that would work in tandem 
with strict sanctions on Russia and accommodate a pro-
longed conflict. 

Alternatively, the Fed could "settle for partially achiev-
ing each goal, leading to a suboptimal macro output of 
higher inflation, lower growth, higher long-term rates," 
said Roubini. However, that would require "softer sanc-
tions" on Russia, a speedy conclusion to the conflict and 
poor stock market performance.  

Regardless of the U.S. approach, a paper from Fitch 
Ratings in April warned that emerging markets "would 
face the highest risks of negative rating actions." Middle 
Eastern and African countries with massive exposure to 
the United States will have to cope with higher com-
modity prices and weaker local currencies as America's 
economy returns to normal. "In particular, Egyptian and 
Jordanian banks appear susceptible to rating changes," 
said the report.  

Mohieldin sees the best way forward for Egypt is for 
the government to resign itself to a U.S. economy with 
high prices and depressed GDP growth for the foresee-
able future. "Ignoring [a stagflation scenario in America] 
or making generous assumptions about the corrective 
capacities of the market is not the way to go about it." � 
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The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development has released a document titled 
"Egypt Country Strategy 2022-2027" that outlines the Bank's near-term investment plans. 

Summary by Tamer Hafez 
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Egypt has long been an attractive investment destina-
tion for the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (EBRD). In October 2020, the Bank select-
ed Egypt as its top investment destination for 2021 until 
2025, with the country retaining that status since 2016.   
In February, the EBRD board of directors approved the 
bank's "Egypt Country Strategy 2022-2027." The 32-page 
document generally praised the government's reforms, 
GDP growth rates and resilience, efforts to increase 
socioeconomic inclusion and steps to build a more sus-
tainable economy.  

However, it also highlighted some incumbent prob-
lems. "The government is evolving the social contract ... 
by embarking on an ambitious reform program," the 
document said. "However, more steps are needed to 
reform the executive [branch], particularly the civil ser-
vice. [Additionally,] in the face of acute challenges in the 
past few years, there has been a notable increase in the 
presence [of state entities] in the economy."   

 
EBRD in Egypt 
As of December, EBRD's investment portfolio had 
reached 4.71 billion euros ($4.3 billion), with 116 active pro-
jects holding 2.65 billion euros in operating assets. Of that 
funding, 70% went to the private sector. Since 2017, the 
budget allocated to infrastructure financing equaled 
that given to financial institutions, industry, commerce 
and agribusiness, combined.  

EBRD's assistance to Egypt falls under "strategic align-
ment" reflected in direct investments or "technical assis-
tance grants." Meanwhile, 87% of the bank's projects in 
Egypt are on track to realize their targets. 

Nearly 52.5% of the EBRD's strategic alignment invest-
ments support "Egypt's private sector competitiveness 
through stronger value chains, improved access to 
finance for SMEs, and increased economic opportunities 
for women and young people," said the document. The 
EBRD refers to those investments as "Priority 1." 

Some projects implemented from 2017 to 2021 includ-
ed expanding SME access to finance by signing eight 
credit lines with "partner finance institutions" and invest-
ing in SME Equity Funds. The EBRD also secured 25 trade 
finance programs and eight "partner finance institu-
tions" to boost trade competitiveness, as well as funded 
agribusinesses via the bank's "Value Chain 
Competitiveness Program." Additionally, the EBRD 
financed specialized vocational training, offered financ-
ing and training to women entrepreneurs, and launched 
the "Youth in Business" program with accompanying 
credit lines.   

"Priority 2" focuses on "improving the quality and sus-
tainability of Egypt's public utilities through private sec-
tor participation and commercialization." It accounted 
for 22.1% of strategic alignment investments through 
2021.  

Projects included financing the upgrade of Egyptian 
National Railways and improving the Metro's operational 
efficiency and service. The EBRD also spent 173 million 
euros on New Urban Communities Authority bonds, 
financed Kafr El Sheikh's sewage network, and worked 
with local oil and gas companies. The bank also offered 
technical support to implement the Gas Market Law, 
allowing private companies to buy and sell natural gas 
locally and abroad.  

Lastly, the bank's "Priority 3" supports "Egypt's green 
energy transition." The EBRD allocated a quarter of its 
strategic alignment budget for those projects from 2017 
to 2021. That included helping the government diversify 
its energy mix to reach 40% from renewables by 2035. It 
also helped improve the national irrigation network, 
reduce harmful emissions from cement factories, and 
promote the manufacturing of eco-friendly commercial 
vehicles and passenger automobiles.  

On the other hand, 82.7% of the bank's "technical assis-
tance grants" went to Priority 3. Priority 1 accounted for 
8.9% of those grants and 5.9% for Priority 2. All of the 
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EBRD's support to "strengthen government and level 
the playing field for all businesses," referred to as Priority 
4, comes in the shape of grants that represent 2.5% of 
the total.   

Priority 4 included the EBRD's work to establish "one-
stop shops" for investors in the Suez Canal Economic 
Zone and support to the Banque Misr to better accom-
modate SME financing needs. The international financ-
ing institution also funded projects for the Holding 
Company for Water and Wastewater. It also helped 
implement the Ministry of Petroleum's modernization 
and restructuring program." 

The bank also digitized part of the Egyptian Electricity 
Holding Co.'s operations by helping develop a smart-
phone app, introducing e-procurement in government 
agencies and suggesting solutions to resolving logistics 
bottlenecks.  
 
Priority 1: 2022-2027 
To increase women and youth economic inclusion, the 
EBRD said it would increase access to finance and pro-
mote entrepreneurship. That will include "further 
expanding the Bank's Women and Youth in Business" 
programs. The EBRD also will work with "relevant 

national agencies" to offer dedicated credit lines and 
advisory services beyond startups in Cairo and 
Alexandria.  

The bank will work to increase the number of non-
bank financing institutions to complement commercial 
banks nationwide. The EBRD also works with the 
Egyptian Financial Regulatory Authority and Central 
Bank of Egypt to promote financial inclusion via regula-
tory reforms. 

Another focus in Priority 1 is increasing access to tech-
nical and vocational training. That will include reforming 
specialized establishments and higher education pro-
grams to "improve market relevance of training/educa-
tion and develop occupational standards." The bank will 
support the rise of "quality education and training" facil-
ities offering green and digital certificates.  

Additionally, the EBRD will support private companies 
that offer technical and gender inclusion training by 
allowing access to the bank's "Skills in Business" program 
to complement their "medium to long term skills needs."  

The last pillar focuses on "access to services 
and economic opportunities," 
including sup-
port for gender 
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diversity, climate-responsive energy projects and anti-
harassment measures. In addition, the bank will help 
develop electronic platforms to help marginalized 
Egyptians market and sell their products nationwide. 
The EBRD said it will work on "specific policy initiatives 
with local partners to increase women's labor participa-
tion and empowerment."  

The bank will also support companies in developing 
eco-friendly modes of transport, including electric vehi-
cles or alternatives to cars. It also will work with the gov-
ernment on the "Hayah Karima" social safety net initia-
tive and other private sector efforts to support the least 
privileged outside Greater Cairo and Alexandria. 
 
Priority 2: 2022-2027 
Priority 2 focuses on supporting the government and 
businesses in efforts to "increase renewable energy 
capacity and [create] a more diverse energy mix."  

In the next five years, the EBRD plans to provide "direct 
and intermediated financing to further expand [and] 
support new projects, and integrate private renewable 
energy projects." The bank said those projects would 
have to be "in line with Paris Agreement objectives." 
Some examples include financing local green hydrogen 
investments and building desalination plants. 

The international financing institution will work with 
the government to "modernize and upgrade transmis-
sion and distribution networks, including investing in 
smart grids and smart meters, and electricity storage 
facilities. The EBRD will "seek to further increase private 
sector participation by unbundling" state-owned elec-
tricity enterprises.  

Another priority is "improving [the] quality, efficiency 
and environmental 

sustainability" of existing infrastructure. That work would 
expand throughout the country, built on past projects in 
Cairo, Alexandria and Six of October City, under the 
bank's "Green Cities Framework" introduced in 2016.  

The EBRD's work also will support eco-friendly modes 
of transport and other alternatives. The bank will "further 
upgrade" the decarbonization of existing infrastructure 
in municipalities, particularly water and wastewater and 
solid waste disposal, via private and public-private part-
nership projects. The EBRD also will encourage invest-
ments that sustainably increase and diversify water 
resources.  

Another Priority 2 focus will be working with third par-
ties to secure funding outside the bank's budget for eco-
friendly projects by involving green venture funds. The 
bank will organize advisory services for such sustainable 
startups. Additionally, the EBRD will "promote and devel-
op environmentally sustainable and climate-resilient 
practices."  

Finally, the EBRD plans to work with the Ministry of 
Environment to develop guidelines to create a circular 
economy involving recycling, reusing resources, and 
managing raw materials.  

 
Priority 3: 2022-2027 
Working to increase private sector competitiveness and 
strengthening governance is the EBRD's Priority 3 for 
the coming five years. That includes working to create a 
"more expansive, competitive, resilient private sector 
post-COVID-19," it said.  

The EBRD will provide "direct and indirect" financing 
to manufacturing, agribusiness, technology, media 
and telecom companies. Part of that support would 
boost companies' governance and business stan-
dards. The EBRD will also work on fostering innovation 
in companies, accelerators and startups 
through the bank's "Star Venture" pro-
gram. Egypt's tourism sector was 
identified as an ideal industry 
that could benefit from 
such support. 
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The second pillar will see the EBRD deepen and diver-
sify Egypt's financial sector and products, including 
introducing "derivatives ... commercial paper and Islamic 
finance" to local businesses. The bank's strategy would 
see it offer specialized tools, including "green financial 
instruments" such as green bonds.  

The EBRD also said it would work with SMEs seeking to 
register on the stock exchange to secure the funding 
they need. The bank also would support local and region-
al private equity investors, venture capitalist funds and 
domestic institutional investors to fund promising star-
tups. In addition, the EBRD said it would work with the 
CBE and Financial Regulatory Authority to give startups 
and SMEs more financing options via funding initiatives. 

Another part of the strategy is to "increase private sec-
tor participation" in Egypt's economy. That will include 
working with the government to promote "transparent 
privatization and greater commercialization, corporati-
zation and [increasing the] efficiency of public enterpris-
es and SOEs," the document said. That would also 
include digitizing government procurement. In addition, 
in the coming five years, EBRD would also work to 
involve private companies, via the PPP framework, in 
green logistics, transport, and circular economy, among 
other eco-friendly projects.  

The last pillar in Priority 3 would see the EBRD work 
with the government to "improve governance and 
[Egypt's] business environment." That includes promot-
ing structural reforms to attract FDI, facilitating public-
private dialogue, and fostering innovation. The bank said 
it would work with other international financial institu-
tions and development finance institutions to realize 
such goals.  

The EBRD said it will work with the Egyptian 
Competition Authority to "level the playing field" and the 
Suez Canal Economic Zone Authority to "develop ... a 
governance program and one-stop-shop."  

 
Risks to the strategy  

The EBRD's "Egypt Country 
Strategy 2022-2027" also 

highlights some 
risks in the 

coming five years. At the top of that list is "weak      
administrative capacity ... from domestic developments," 
the report said. "That could affect project preparation 
and implementation, particularly large-scale infrastruc-
ture projects." The EBRD noted the likelihood of that 
happening is high, and its impact would be significant.   

The bank also identified "political risks" as a significant 
threat. That includes regional instability and "exacerbat-
ing socioeconomic pressures, hampering Egypt's ability 
to attract foreign investments." While the probability of 
that happening is only medium, the EBRD said, the 
impact would be high. The EBRD strategy was published 
before the war in Ukraine, which is severely disrupting 
energy and food supplies and prices in Egypt and Europe. 

A "prolonged COVID-19 crisis" also was a concern. It 
could undermine Egypt's macroeconomic stability due 
to disruptions to global value chains, causing weakened 
demand for the country's exports and the tourism sector 
to continue underperforming.   

The EBRD also fears "insufficient structural support 
for increasing the private sector role in the economy." 
That would be most evident in falling behind on deliver-
ing public infrastructure projects and delaying the pri-
vatization of state-owned assets. That would "inhibit the 
bank's ability to develop relevant projects," the strategy 
document said.  

Another risk is climate change. The EBRD said agribusi-
ness would likely be most affected if climate change has 
a noticeable effect on Egypt's weather patterns.  

Meanwhile, two risks that would have a medium effect 
on the EBRD's plans are "forecasting energy demand" 
and "limited progress on the business environment, 
which is paramount to investor sentiment, [and] could 

dampen investment flows." �
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R E F R A M I N G  
EGYPT-EU TRADE

Egypt's largest trade partner, Europe, is going through a consumption, 
manufacturing, and energy transformation due to rising inflation, the 
pandemic and the war in Ukraine. Those shifts present Egypt with 
opportunities that could shape trade flows for years to come. 
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Egypt has been on a fast economic     
recovery trajectory since GDP shrank 1.7% during the 
second quarter of 2020. By the third quarter of 2021, 
GDP growth rates had reached 9.8%, according to 
the Central Bank (CBE). The World Bank said in its 
January 2022 Global Economic Prospects report 
about Egypt that "growth is expected [to continue] 
supported by external demand from major trading 

partners." 
Europe as a whole — EU and non-EU 

states — is Egypt's largest trade 
partner, accounting for 36% of 

value in fiscal year (FY) 
2020/2021, according to 

the CBE. Like other 
countries around the 

world, European 
nations have gone 
through a bad eco-
nomic period since 
the onset of the 
COVID-19  

 

 
pandemic in March 2020. "Multiple headwinds have 
chilled Europe's economy this winter: the swift 
spread of Omicron, a further rise in inflation driven by 
soaring energy prices and persistent supply-side dis-
ruptions," European Economic Commissioner Paolo 
Gentiloni, told the press in February, nearly two 
weeks before Russia invaded Ukraine.  

The war has only exacerbated the continent's eco-
nomic woes. By early March, Credit Suisse said the 
EU's economy would grow 1% this year compared to 
the 4% forecast by the EU Central Bank (ECB) in 
January. "Europe is entering a difficult phase. We will 
face, in the short term, higher inflation and slower 
growth," said Christine Lagarde, ECB president, in late 
March. "There is considerable uncertainty about how 
large these effects will be and how long they will last."  

Those disruptions could lead to more Egyptian 
exports to the EU as the bloc reassesses trade rela-
tions with major partners, particularly Russia. 
However, the extent of those opportunities could 
depend on the EU's economic outlook, currently a 

mixed bag of optimism and volatile geopolitics.  
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New reality 
The war itself and sanctions on Russia could reshape 
Europe's trade for the long term. "The attack by Putin 
and the Russian leadership on Ukraine represents a turn-
ing point for Europe and the entire world," wrote Cora 
Jungbluth, senior expert in international trade and 
investment at Bertelsmann Stiftung, a German think 
tank, in a March blog.  

The EU likely will look to diversify its portfolio of suppli-
ers, as well as modes of transportation and routes. The 
pandemic showed "how serious the economic conse-
quences can be if these supply chain relationships are 
disrupted, but also when the Suez Canal was blocked by 
a container ship in March 2021 – and now, during the 
Ukraine war," wrote Jungbluth. 

Europe's future trade decisions probably won't be 
based only on economics. "International trade relations 
will no longer be viewed solely in terms of economic 
advantage, but also ... geopolitical considerations," said 
Jungbluth. "In shaping their foreign trade relations, 
more and more countries are aiming to achieve their 
political goals." 

Lastly, Jungbluth predicts the EU will revisit economic 
relations with all partners, particularly in "far-flung, low-
wage countries." That should greatly benefit Egypt, 
given its geographic proximity, trade infrastructure and 
amicable political relations with the EU.  

 

Egypt and Europe 
Egypt has two free trade agreements with the EU. The 
2004 EU-Egypt Association Agreement removed all 
tariffs and fees on industrial products. Six years later, 
the Euro-Mediterranean Agreement removed tariffs 
and customs on agricultural products, processed 
foods, fish and fishery products from Egypt.  

Those agreements helped the EU become Egypt's 
biggest trade partner. Top exports are petroleum 
products and crude oil, which account for 54% of all 
exports to the bloc. Other categories are pharmaceu-
ticals (10.8%), wires and cables (6.6%) and household 
electronics (5.8%). 

Based on CBE data, the European countries that 
Egypt trades with the most are Germany, Switzerland, 
Italy, the United Kingdom, Belgium and France.  

Egypt could further expand that cooperation by 
reviving "Deep and Comprehensive Trade Area" nego-
tiations with the EU, which ended soon after they 
began in June 2013. "It would extend beyond the asso-
ciation agreement to include ... trade in services, gov-
ernment procurement, competition, intellectual 
property rights and investments," said the European 
Commission's blurb on relations with Egypt. 

Fuel fallout 
The war in Ukraine has been a wake-up call for the EU, 
which imports 40% of its natural gas from Russia. 
According to statistics aggregator Statistica, natural 
gas is used for 38% of the bloc's heating needs and rep-
resents 22% of all energy consumption. Petroleum 
products are the most popular fuel, accounting for 36% 
of consumption, and a quarter of that comes from 
Russia, according to Eurostat, the bloc's statistics office. 

Since the war started on Feb. 24, European countries, 
the United States, and other developed nations have 
imposed economic sanctions on Russia. Within days, 
the EU suspended the certification of Nord Stream 2, a 
natural gas pipeline between Russia and Germany. 
Since then, the EU has imposed a catalog of sanctions, 
including freezing Russian assets and preventing state-
owned financial institutions from using the SWIFT 
global bank messaging system. And while it is debating 
an embargo on Russian coal, the EU has refrained from 
sanctioning gas and oil imports.  

Although the EU has been treading carefully to main-
tain its natural gas and oil supplies, prices have 
increased. Through Apr. 8, 2022, natural gas prices 
increased by nearly 71% and oil by 26.8%.  

Russian Deputy Prime Minister Alexander Novak 
warned the situation could become more volatile dur-
ing a televised statement on Mar. 6: "It is absolutely 
clear that a rejection of Russian oil would lead to cata-
strophic consequences for the global market ... The 
surge in prices would be unpredictable." Reuters 
reported in March that a "senior minister" said Russia 
could halt natural gas and oil exports to the EU in reac-
tion to sanctions. 

Accordingly, EU member states have been looking 
for immediate and long-term fuel suppliers. "We must 
become independent from Russian oil, coal and gas," 
said European Commission President Ursula von der 
Leyen. "We simply cannot rely on a supplier who explic-
itly threatens us." 

On Mar. 24, von der Leyen met with U.S. President Joe 
Biden to "prioritize [liquified natural gas] deliveries from 
the United States to the European Union in the coming 
months," the EU official told the press a day before the 
meeting. At press time, there were no updates.  

Von der Leyen and other EU officials also visited offi-
cials from Azerbaijan, Qatar and Scandinavian coun-
tries to discuss natural gas. They also talked with Saudi 
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates to try to secure 
petroleum products. "We aim to have a commitment 
for additional supplies for the next two winters," von der 
Leyen told EU lawmakers in Brussels in March. Lastly, 
the EU asked OPEC, the cartel comprising the world's 
largest oil producers, to increase production. 
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Egypt's opportunity 
Those developments could give Egypt a significant 
opening to supply the EU with more natural gas than 
ever before. In 2021, Egypt exported 2 million metric tons 
of liquified natural gas to the EU. That is around between 
2.5% and 2.9% of the Union's imports in 2021.  

Before the war, experts touted Egypt as a potential 
major natural gas supplier to the EU. "Egypt's recent off-
shore and onshore gas discoveries increased its natural 
gas reserves," said Jan Mazač, a junior associate in the 
Center for Global Political Economy and a member of 
the Research Group for Energy Policy, in 2018. "One of 

the options for strengthen-
ing the energy security of 
the European Union 

and reducing its dependence on Russia is the utilization 
of gas-rich areas like Egypt."  

According to OPEC data, Egypt's natural gas wealth 
comes from the flagship field, Zohr, the largest discovery 
in the Mediterranean. Its output has allowed Egypt to 
become a net exporter of natural gas since 2015. The 
Information and Decision Support Center (IDSC) 
announced that by the end of 2021, natural gas exports 
had nearly quadrupled compared to 2020.  

Meanwhile, the government has been increasingly 
keen to boost natural gas exports since the start of the 
war. In late February, state spokesman Nader Saad said 

rising energy prices, particularly for natural gas, could be 
good for the country by creating "an opportunity to 
export ... to compensate for purchases of oil and wheat, 
which are affected by the situation in Ukraine."  

Most of those exports could go to the EU, thanks to the 
extensive infrastructure connecting it with Egypt. "As a 
result of the existing plants, Egypt is ... able to respond to 
Europe's needs," Charles Ellinas, a nonresident senior fel-
low at the Atlantic Council Global Energy Center, told Al-
Monitor in March. "There is sufficient unutilized natural 
gas in the eastern Mediterranean to increase LNG by 
another 10 to 15 billion cubic meters per year. Most of that 
can be exported to Europe."  

In April, Sameh Shoukry, Egypt's foreign minister, and 
Frans Timmermans, the European 

Commission's executive vice-presi-
dent, signed an agreement to 

"reinforce cooperation on LNG .... 
among Europe, Africa and the 

Gulf," reported Al Ahram 
newspaper.  

 

Long term supplier 
To capitalize on the EU's rising need for natural gas, 
Egypt would need to send a significantly bigger portion 
of its production to the bloc. Egypt's current confirmed 
natural gas reservoirs could be sufficient to help plug at 
least part of the EU's shortage via the Zohr field alone, 
said Mazač.  

Meanwhile, Ellinas of the Atlantic Council Global 
Energy Center, noted the EU is more open to new supply 
deals that meet its short-term demand. "With as much 
as 200 billion cubic meters per year to replace -- which is 
the volume of Russia's gas exports to [the EU] -- Egypt 
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will find it very easy to secure more export markets in 
Europe."  

To meet the ever-increasing demand for Egyptian nat-
ural gas, the government must expedite investments in 
the Idku and Damietta LNG plants. "Without available 
additional volumes, exporting to [the EU] will be a dream 
only," said Cyril Widdershoven, founder of Verocy, a 
Dutch geopolitical consultancy focused on the MENA 
region, to Al-Monitor in March. "There needs to be expan-
sion inside of Egypt or in the eastern Mediterranean to 
support LNG exports to [the EU] soon." 

In the long term, Mazač noted, Egypt has an unprece-
dented opportunity to meet a significant portion of 
Europe's demand for LNG if it cooperates with Cyprus 
and Israel. "That would involve the transportation of 
Israeli and Cypriot offshore gas reserves to Egypt for re-
export from one or both the LNG facilities on Egypt's 
northern coastline," wrote Mazač.  

In 2016, Egypt and Cyprus agreed on a pipeline to 
connect the Aphrodite gas field to Egypt. In September 
2021, both parties agreed to expedite its construction, 
but offered no timeline. Meanwhile, there is an opera-
tional natural gas pipeline with Israel to liquefy Israel's 
natural gas designated for the EU.  

 

Other opportunities 
Europe's current problems don't solely revolve around 
the war in Ukraine. According to the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture (USDA), EU production of oranges has 
declined by 0.8% compared to the previous season, 
which was 6% less than the year before. That is 3.3% less 
than the continent's 10-year average production. The 
U.S. agency blamed drier-than-usual weather in Spain 
and Italy, where 80% of the crop is grown. 

Meanwhile, orange consumption in the bloc has 
been increasing. According to the U.K. Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food, EU imports of 
oranges increased gradually between 2014 and 2020, 
except for 2019.  

That trend likely will continue this year. "For 2021-
2022, EU orange imports may rise due to the expected 
decline in EU orange supplies," said a USDA report.  

Egypt has all the resources necessary to close that 
widening gap, further increasing its foothold in the EU 
market. According to the USDA's Foreign Agricultural 
Services agency, the country is the world's top exporter 
of oranges.  

Egypt also has a robust export infrastructure with the 
EU. According to the UK ministry, Egypt outpaced 
South Africa as Europe's top supplier of oranges in the 
first eight months of 2021. From January through 
August 2021, Egypt exported more oranges to the EU 
than in all of 2020, according to the USDA.  

 

Tech security  
Another primary concern for the EU is its lack of com-
petitive semiconductor and microchip industries, 
resulting in near total dependence on imports. 
Germany, however, plans to invest 3 billion euros ($3.2 
billion) in producing semiconductors, the building 
blocks for microchips. "Access to sufficient microchips 
will become a competitive element for any successful 
global economy in the coming years," Germany's 
Economy Minister Peter Altmaier stressed at a press 
conference in August. "We must act if we want to pre-
serve our technological sovereignty." 

The announcement is part of the framework set by 
the European Initiative, which prioritizes "important 
projects of common European interest." According 
to Oliver Noyan, a senior editor at the pan-European 
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news portal Euractiv, the initiative was "motivated by 
the worldwide semiconductor supply shortage 
resulting in production losses." 

In February, von der Leyen of the European 
Commission announced the European Chips Act, 
which addresses "investment, a regulatory frame-
work and the necessary strategic partnerships to 
make [the EU] a leader in this market. It will enable 15 
billion euros in additional public and private invest-
ment until 2030. This comes on top of 30 billion euros 
of public investments we have already planned, for 
example, in NextGenerationEU, in Horizon Europe or 
in national budgets."  

Egypt has a massive long-term opportunity to 
become a supplier of silica sands, the building blocks 
of the semiconductor industry. According to 2017 
research by South Valley University in Qena, almost 
all of Egypt's silica sand reserves are in 11 locations 
along a 400-kilometer (249-mile) coastal strip. 
According to the Nuclear Minerals Authority, those 
reservoirs are easily accessible and have the highest-
grade 95% to 99.5% pure silica.  

So far, there has been no government strategy to 
capitalize on that resource. Instead, private compa-
nies mainly use nearly 30% of extracted silica sand to 
make glass. The rest is exported. That opens the 
door to attracting FDI from the EU to make Egypt a 
supplier for future semiconductor factories. 

 

Consumption outlook 
A significant factor determining the size of those 
opportunities in the short and long terms is the EU's 
economic outlook. "Europe's economy will flirt near 
recession," wrote Steve Liesman, a CNBC senior eco-
nomics reporter, in March.  

The pandemic, the Omicron variant, and global 
supply chain disruptions caused manufacturing in 
the EU to drop by 7% in 2021, according to Statistics 
Netherlands (CBS), a government agency. Only three 
EU member states — Ireland, Lithuania, and Malta — 
reported manufacturing growth.  

Despite the drop in production, GDP growth rates 
returned to the pre-pandemic normal of about 0.8%. 
On the flip side, inflation has risen steadily from 0.9% 
in January 2021 to 7.5% in March.  

The continent's economic and consumption fore-
casts are shaky in the near term. "The outlook for 
euro area activity and inflation has become very 
uncertain and depends crucially on how the Russian 
war in Ukraine unfolds, on the impact of current 
sanctions and on possible further measures," said an 
ECB note published in April. It predicts GDP growth 
rates for 2022 will drop by half to 0.2%.  

Despite those uncertainties, the ECB says con-
sumer spending should recover this year and remain 
the "main driver of growth." Excess spending will like-
ly come from a "further unwinding of savings accu-
mulated since early 2020." 

The ECB said growth in spending would likely con-
tinue until stabilizing in the second half of next year. 
At that point, household savings should settle below 
pre-war levels due to the permanently higher costs 
of living, especially energy and food.  

However, the Russia-Ukraine war could upend 
those forecasts. "The pick-up in private consumption 
[and savings] is based on the assumptions of a grad-
ual resolution of the pandemic, an easing of supply 
constraints for consumer goods and only a tempo-
rary disruption to energy supplies as a result of the 
conflict in Ukraine," said the ECB note. �
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With the rise of digitization and e-commerce, 
a 'PR story' could be crucial to creating loyal 
customers and continuing growth. 

By Nada Naguib
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In July 2017, the world's largest eCommerce platform by 
market value, Amazon, announced it was buying 
MENA's most popular digital trading platform, 
Souq.com. However, instead of absorbing it, Amazon 
retained the Souq.com name and backend operations, 
ensuring visitors don't feel any differences.   

At the time, Souq.com CEO and co-founder Ronaldo 
Mouchawar said: "Together with Amazon, our goal is to 
offer our customers the widest product selection, great 
prices, improved delivery times and first-rate customer 
service." 

In September 2021, Amazon announced it rebranded 
Souq.com, merging their clients' databases and 

unifying terms, conditions, and procedures. 
Souq.com's smartphone app became 
Amazon, effectively making the regional 
platform disappear. The global platform also 
changed Souq.com's top-management 
hierarchy to integrate with its own. That 
reflected the global giant's confidence in 
the region and Egypt's eCommerce 
growth prospects and potential.  
At the launch press event, the focus was 

that "Amazon.eg brings together Souq.com's 
local know-how and Amazon's global expertise, 

something we believe will be of significant value to cus-
tomers across Egypt," said Amazon Egypt Country 
Manager Omar Elsahy. "We will keep innovating in ways 
that are meaningful to our customers, as we remain 

laser-focused on providing them with exceptional ser-
vice, fast delivery, and great prices and selection on 

millions of items." 
However, that explosion in eCommerce 
activity has downsides. A research paper 

titled "Digitalization of Retailing: 
Beyond E-commerce" said cus-

tomers could become "dividual-
ized," or thought of "not as individ-
uals with emotions, attitudes, 
behaviors, but as data that can 
be divided and reassembled 
through analysis." E-commerce 
then loses the personal touch 
and interactions of a brick-and-
mortar store experience. That 

could dampen the attraction of 
new customers to those platforms. 

Accordingly, eCommerce platforms must balance 
streamlining purchasing processes to encourage cus-
tomers to buy faster while appealing to the individuality 
of visitors. One solution is to create narratives or "stories" 
around the platform's products and services. Those 

tales' messages should resonate with a broad range 
of customers, building familiarity with visitors and 
ultimately loyalty in the long term. 

 

Add to cart 
The e-commerce sector in Egypt has been growing 
steadily since 2020. The Internal Trade Development 
Authority reported e-commerce transactions reached 
EGP 40 billion ($2.2 billion) in 2020. A year later, it 
reached an estimated EGP 100 billion, according to a 
report by BOOST, a consultancy firm. 

Their report attributes the growth to an increased 
"number of drivers and the ease of online purchasing 
and selling, as well as changes in Egyptian consumer 
behavior due to the ramifications of the coronavirus," 
reported Al-Ahram online. Those new behavioral traits 
have been changing for the best part of the past 
decade. It started when several courier companies with 
reliable delivery networks entered the Egyptian market. 
They included R2S in 2015, Bosta (2017), and Aramex 
(founded in Jordan in 1982 and came to Egypt in 2017). 
Those companies embedded the idea that goods could 
be delivered door-to-door.  

Hilda Louka, CEO of MITCHA, an eCommerce fashion 
platform for Egyptian designers, felt this growth. She 
says the industry has "grown tremendously," particularly 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. She noted the gap 
between Egypt and the following countries in the 
region regarding eCommerce usage to buy and sell 
products "is big."  

As of December, fashion contributed 21% of 
eCommerce revenue in Egypt, second to electronics at 
28%, according to the BOOST report. Sherif Makhlouf, 
BOOST's Founder and CEO, expects fashion products 
will remain popular because of the "relatively advanced 
supply chain of the industry and new product develop-
ment in Egypt." 

 
Challenging growth 
However, the industry's growth prospects face several 
obstacles. That necessitates a lot of improvements 
before fulfilling the sector's potential.  

"People who do eCommerce [in Egypt] really suffer," 
says Louka. Some obstacles for MITCHA, she says, are 
inadequate training of courier company drivers and 
suppliers, as well as difficulty finding sufficient technol-
ogy to grow and maintain the website. "You don't have 
expertise in the market," she says.  

Makhlouf and Louka agree the government must 
formalize Egypt's e-commerce industry and inte-
grate it into tax and legal regulations. Makhlouf told 
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Al-Ahram online that "banks need to establish an 
advanced system that accepts electronic commer-
cial transactions [and] adopt electronic payment 
and e-signature systems."  

There should be changes to the tariff law as well, 
Louka adds, as it becomes an issue when customers 
abroad return items and then have to explain how the 
items originated in Egypt. Makhlouf told Daily News 
Egypt that platforms selling directly to consumers can 
positively impact the economy because "many e-com-
merce brands source and manufacture locally, and ship 
products internationally."  

With global eCommerce platforms such as Amazon, 
Ikea and Zara entering the Egyptian market, Makhlouf 
expects to see more investment in existing platforms: 
"Egypt is one of the most important countries for 
attracting this kind of investment due to its population 
growth." He says the consumption patterns of 
Egyptians have "begun to turn to online because of the 
coronavirus," he expects a significant expansion in the 
market overall.  

 
Telling the tale 
The proliferation of eCommerce platforms across Egypt, 
whether sellers use it as their primary channel or to 
compliment bricks-and-mortar outlets, means stand-
ing out is essential to success.  

In addition to ongoing challenges facing such plat-
forms, new competitors are increasing, and existing 
ones diversify their offerings. For example, Elmenus 
started as an aggregator of restaurant menus across 
Egypt. It now offers its own delivery service from such 
establishments. Meanwhile, delivery giant Talabat in 
Egypt has expanded to deliver groceries in Egypt after 
several startups, such as Breadfast, Instashop and 
Goodsmart, successfully delivered supermarket goods. 

That is where eCommerce platforms must successful-
ly navigate the social media universe. In a nutshell, the 
former uses the latter to market itself quickly and less 
costly than conventional methods as the preferred 
online shopping channel. However, the massive follow-
ing and overlap of social media platforms worldwide 
make it an increasingly tricky landscape to navigate. 

The trickiest part of using social media is selling to the 
right customer, says Christophe Moons, CEO of Largus 
Group, a digital marketing company in Dubai. "In that 
sense, we have to add value. We're telling stories … using 
the help of online tools and platforms." 

Louka makes sure MITCHA's message is clear and 
consistent across digital marketing tools the brand uses, 
such as Instagram, Facebook, and the company's web-
site. As a platform that supports rising designers, Louka 

explains, it is essential that customers feel like they 
"belong to a story. You can't fool a customer. There has 
to be honesty and integrity in what you do so people 
believe your story."  

As her "best tool," social media provides several 
options to communicate the company's message, 
including videos, reels (short clips), photos, and text, 
giving customers a "360-degree experience" of what a 
brand offers. "The product can be amazing, but if 
you're not appealing on social media, you will not sell 
anything," said Moons. Louka adds that when it comes 
to e-commerce, there is an added element of having 
to develop the best possible website to back this up. "If 
the journey of the customer on the website is ugly, 
hundreds of social media reels and stories" won't help," 
she says.  

MITCHA advertises only on social media and has never 
used billboards, TV, or other traditional means. However, 
Louka has been a speaker at public events, which she 
says may have contributed to growing the customer 
base and spreading MITCHA's message.  

The focus on social media storytelling has positively 
affected business for Louka, who believes "people can 
buy at a higher price just because they believe in a 
vision." She estimates that 30%-40% of customers return 
to the online store, but there are still gaps she's trying to 
fill. However, maintaining a story might come with a 
cost. Louka believes that if she were to bring an interna-
tional brand on board to MITCHA, it might drive up sales 
and traffic, but she'd "lose the story" and, with it, the plat-
form's identity.  

Social media stories can even be a powerful tool for 
companies that rely on traditional advertising. During 
the International Women's Summit in March, Noha 
Saad, Vodafone Egypt's head of external communica-
tions, said a single picture recently drove a lot of 
engagement on the company's Facebook page. Ahead 
of Egypt's World Cup qualifier match against Senegal 
in late March, Vodafone Egypt's Facebook page 
changed its profile picture to feature the Egyptian flag 
and a slogan supporting the national team.  

Saad explained that the photo didn't interfere with 
any of the team's advertising partnerships, but it 
made Egyptians feel closer to the company. She 
added that engagement with the post was palpable, 
with thousands of comments and reactions. 

 
Double-edged sword 
However, Saad said that not every post or video is a 
success, adding that social media is often a "double-
edged sword." Without giving examples, she said 
there had been instances when Vodafone had to 
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release statements to address 
controversies. For her part, Louka 
says she'd "be lying" if she said she 
didn't experience customers tak-
ing to social media to voice their 
dissatisfaction.  

With e-commerce especially, 
Louka says, the negative experience 
can stem from problems with deliv-
eries, payments, or supply partners 
that MITCHA may not have total 
control over. "Unless you have your 
own fleet of cars, your own courier 
companies, your own suppliers and 
you produce for yourself, you will 
have unsatisfied customers," she 
says. She handles them like her "top 
priority in life" and tries to offer per-
sonal apologies or gifts to make up 
for negative experiences. 
Unsatisfied customers are 
inevitable, "but the thing is what you 
will do to get them back." 

Another issue with digital market-
ing is privacy. While Moons believes 
stories should be the primary driver 
of social media marketing, he said 
data is still "of massive importance." 
Access to data can become a prob-
lem for companies that outsource 
their digital marketing because of 
the effort and detail needed to draw 
up agreements and the hazy legal 
framework. The government will not 
enforce Egypt's new data protection 
law until the end of the year to give 
companies time to adjust. The new 
law intends to protect customer 
data and prevent misuse of it. 

Building a positive story and hav-
ing the laws to back up the 
eCommerce industry will become 
increasingly essential. The BOOST 
report anticipates further growth of 
30% in eCommerce in Egypt by the 
end of this year. Accordingly, positive 
stories that eCommerce platforms 
tell via social media will become 
increasingly difficult to tell, and also 
more vital to a platform’s sustained 
success. �



The government is betting its newly built cities can relieve overcrowded existing 
metropolises. However, a report from Cityscape and Colliers says relying on 
mixed-use developments to attract residents might not be enough. 
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For the past eight years, the government has been 
pushing to increase Egypt's livable area to accommo-
date population growth of 2% a year. Speaking at a press 
event in December, Essam el-Gazzar, minister of hous-
ing, utilities and urban development, said Egypt's livable 
area has now covered 13.7% of its total land. The original 
target was to achieve 14% by 2052.   

The government has been building new cities across 
the country, starting with the New Administrative 
Capital (NAC) and New Alamein, and is expanding new 
urban areas, including New Toushka, New Qena, and 
New Assiut, said el-Gazzar. It also is building new cities 
on the outskirts of governorates, including New Aswan 
and West Qena. In November, the government 
announced plans to build 45 cities by 2052.   

During the December conference, El Gazzar said the 
plan is to add 800,000 to 1 million residential units a year. 

However, a January report from Colliers and Cityscape 
noted that attracting residents to new cities is the gov-
ernment's biggest challenge. "While residential units 
are easily being sold ... mostly in anticipation of capital 
appreciation, occupancy rates across the majority of 
new cities do not exceed 30%," it noted.  

The key to turning these cities from "investment dor-
mitory towns into self-sustaining urban infrastructure" 
goes beyond mixed-use elements to building industrial 
areas that create jobs. The report noted that the latest 
technologies embedded in smart cities would offer res-
idents more conveniences, invariably raising occupancy 
rates and attracting such investors.   

 
"New cities" landscape 
The Cityscape report classifies one type of low-occupan-
cy new city into several categories. The first is "satellite" 
metropolises. They are "small or medium-sized self-sus-
tained communities located outside" Cairo, it said. 
"However, [they function] as part of a city center." 

Examples include New Cairo, 6th of October City, 
and Badr and Al Obour cities.  

The government started building those metropolises 
in the 1970s, primarily as industrial cities. Later ones, 
such as Sheikh Zayed, largely accommodated increas-
ing population. 

The other type of cities are classified as "twin cities," 
which are "in close geographic proximity to the existing 
urban cities with similar administrative status," the 
report noted. They include New Damietta, New Bani 
Suef and New Minya.  

Their primary purpose is to create economic opportu-
nities for residents, "offering regional services, light and 
basic industries," the report explained.  

Other cities are predominantly industrial metropolis-
es with residential complexes. The Cityscape report 

classifies them as "Independent Cities," including 10th of 
Ramadan City, Sadat (a failed attempt to replace Cairo 
as Egypt's capital) and New Borg El Arab. 

Their latest iterations are NAC, New Alamein and 
almost all of the 45 new metropolises announced since 
the last quarter of 2018. Those cities will mainly rely on 
advanced technologies such as artificial intelligence 
and 5G high-speed networks to offer residents more 
conveniences. Ultimately, those metropolises would 
prove the most high-profile and expensive to own. 

The report noted that property in all new cities saw 
increasing demand after the 2016 currency devaluation. 
However, it said most homes were not bought as resi-
dences. Instead, buyers considered them a "safe haven 
for investors to hedge against the currency devaluation. 
Regardless of the additional supply coming into the 
market within the new cities, [they are] still witnessing a 
strong performance." 

 
Attractive residence 
The Cityscape report said most property buyers are 
increasingly demanding when selecting their homes. 
That, in turn, raises prices in neighborhoods with vari-
ous amenities and conveniences. "Ensuring the prop-
er social infrastructure to meet the continual aspira-
tions of a growing, diversified population base is 
essential in a competitive environment," said Colliers 
in its survey analysis. 

Those metropolises also attract buyers looking for 
long-term investments, believing they can sell them at 
a profit when needed. 

Research by Colliers, which supported the Cityscape 
report, shows cities with high-quality education facilities 
could see property prices rise by 15%. However, it 
stressed "tuition fees should be aligned with communi-
ty affordability levels." 

Buyers' other preferences include accessibility and 

travel infrastructure, where easy transportation could 
increase a neighborhood's prices by 10% to 15%. Parks, 
gardens and walkways could add 4% to 6% to unit prices 
and "up to 20% through the appropriate provision of 
retail," said the report.  

The report said property with all those amenities 
could be worth 25% to 45% more than similar properties 
with limited access to such conveniences.  

The Cityscape report said New Cairo and 6th October 
City "are becoming more established" thanks to the rise 
of commercial malls. However, traditional neighbor-
hoods like "Zamalek, Dokki, Mohandseen and Maadi are 
still popular" based on unit prices. Zamalek is "the most 
expensive area, given it is an established high-end 
neighborhood." 
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That indicates a continued preference to remain in 
crowded older neighborhoods in Greater Cairo's center. 

During an interview with Cityscape, Ian Albert, CEO of 
Colliers MENA, explained the low occupancy in estab-
lished "new cities" is due to limited investment in 
"schools, healthcare facilities, office space and retail 
entertainment centers."  

 
New-city jobs 
Major factors that attract residents to new cities are jobs 
and investment opportunities. "Commercial activities 
are essential to building employment," said Albert. 
"Concurrently, residential communities [must] support 
growth of commercial activity."  

New metropolises need to cater to people with differ-
ent incomes, especially those with low earnings, as those 
individuals prefer to work near their homes. In recently 
built cities, "private sector developers rushed to develop 
high-end communities without considering a variety of 
affordability levels," said the Cityscape report. 

Albert explained the preference for high-end 
developments, saying: "Affordable housing profit 
margins are generally low." Therefore, most real 
estate developers focus more on upscale develop-
ments with higher profit potential.  

The Cityscape report said the government plays a piv-
otal role in attracting affordable housing investment. "In 
order to attract developers, government support and 
incentives are required on the land costs," said Albert.  

Additionally, the document said developers need to 
integrate affordable housing into their masterplans. That 
would include not only residential units but convenient 
low-income services, such as transportation. 
"Compounding profit margins from developing differ-
ent, higher return components of ... mixed-use develop-
ment[s] ... can achieve the [desired] returns for investors," 
Albert explained.    

 
Logistics 
Developers need to invest in infrastructure to attract 
commercial businesses offering entertainment, health-
care, education, and food and beverages. And as more 
households rely on ordering goods and food online, a 
suitable digital infrastructure is required.  

More developers are marketing amenities, including 
office space, schools, entertainment facilities, and med-
ical care, among others, as "critical differentiators." 
Accordingly, ensuring that commercial enterprises have 
easy access to their suppliers is paramount.  

That fuels demand for easily-accessible warehouses 
and logistics specifically serving new cities, stressed the 
Cityscape report. Warehouses would have to be "smart 
logistic facilities that accommodate new requirements 
and technologies," the report said. "These requirements 
include warehouses with automated systems, cold stor-
age facilities, temperature-controlled warehouse 
spaces, vertical warehouses, co-working warehouses, 
build-to-suit and energy-saving technologies."  

The report singled out cold storage facilities as vital, yet 
lacking in most of Egypt's new cities. The most signifi-
cant factor fueling demand for such facilities is changing 
lifestyles resulting from COVID-19 and other global dis-
ruptions, such as the war in Ukraine. Other factors 
include "the increase in demand for a healthy diet, an 
increase [in] online grocery shopping, food security, food 
manufacturing and exports." 

The Cityscape report stressed the importance of rapid 
construction of such facilities, including cold storage, as 
they run at near maximum capacity. "In 2019, the occu-
pancy rates [of cold storage] reached approximately 95% 
on average," the document said. 

That could prove a lucrative opportunity for investors, 
noted the report, because the government continues to 
have "limited investment in … social infrastructure and 
other supporting elements, [and] lack of adequate job 
creation."   

 
Connecting tissue 
The Cityscape report said widespread digital technology 
infrastructure in new cities would attract investment in 
supporting properties, such as warehouses. Developers 
could easily link to residents and businesses, creating 
new opportunities. "Artificial Intelligence will be the dri-
ving force for Egypt's Vision 2030, [fueled by] its AI nation-
al strategy (2020-2025)," it said.  

The NAC is in pole position to attract investors in ware-
houses and other essential developments to attract res-
idents and commercial developers. The Cityscape report 
highlighted talks between the new capital's developers 
and Vodafone Egypt to extend high-speed 5G. "The 
company is conducting many meetings and discussions 
with [the National Telecom Regulatory Authority] NTRA 
regarding the launch of 5G," Vodafone Egypt CEO 
Mohamed Abdallah told Daily News Egypt in November. 
"We aim to start trial operation of 5G services in the New 
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Administrative Capital. "The infrastructure of the New 
Capital is a major focus that attracts investment, which 
has encouraged the company to conduct the 5G 
experiment in the capital in coordination with the 
NTRA."  

The NAC's developers signed a deal with Orange 
Egypt in 2020 to develop internet-of-things solutions, 
cloud computing and artificial intelligence. The first 
step is to build a data center to realize the target of hav-
ing a "smart capital," said Orange Egypt's press release. 
"Orange Egypt will provide the main infrastructure to 
establish and operate the data center that will enable 
the administrative capital city to exploit smart tech-
nologies to provide various services."  

According to Orange Egypt, those services include 
IoT solutions, cloud computing, artificial intelligence 
platforms, triple-play services (Internet, fixed phone, 
TV) and facility management utilities.  

The Cityscape report said those joint projects could 
include other metropolises. "The agreements help the 
country realize its ambition to build the first of 14 
planned smart cities."  

 
Rising prices 
The report stated that competition among developers 
to sell residential units in newer cities would likely 
increase as companies add amenities to gated com-
plexes and push them upmarket. "Developers have 
always been at the forefront of innovation, be it 
through large-scale master plans to innovative financ-
ing through to the provision of integral sports clubs," 
the document noted.  

Another factor driving property prices is construction 
costs, which are rising with little hope of a reversal. 
"Costs will be increasing due to an upward push on 
construction-related global commodities, a        

bounce-back of real estate activity and increased glob-
al demand for construction materials," Albert said.  

In mid-March, Beni Suef Cement CEO Farouk 
Moustafa told Enterprise that energy accounted for 
50% of the jump in cement prices. Those increases are 
causing another problem as several manufacturers 
talking to Enterprise said they would "temporarily sus-
pend production and rely on selling stockpiles."  

The news company added that much cement inven-
tory was produced when prices were low, yet produc-
ers sell it at current prices to "ensure enough of a mar-
gin to cover the costs of their next ... purchase."  

That invariably means private developers would find 
it increasingly financially unfeasible to build low-profit-
margin affordable housing. "It's only natural that [real 
estate developers] will transfer this higher cost to the 
end product," Arabian Cement CEO Sergio Alcantarilla 
told Enterprise in March.  

Ultimately, that means newer cities could find it 
increasingly harder to increase their populations. That 
likely would create a domino effect, starting with 
employees in commercial properties finding it less 
attractive to work in cities far from their existing well-
served communities. That could eventually spill over 
to retail and support properties such as warehouses 
and logistics companies. The last domino is residents 
might leave those new cities, as they see them as 
increasingly difficult to live in, given the better services 
and conveniences present in the older towns and 
neighborhoods.  

Ultimately, the Cityscape report said, this would 
make those new cities more like investment havens 
than places where people live, work and play. In the 
long term, property investors would shy away from 
new metropolises in favor of more crowded, estab-
lished neighborhoods. �



The Women on Boards Observatory, founded 
in 2017 by the AUC School of Business, aims to 
increase the representation of women on 
corporate boards in Egypt to 30% by 2030. It is 
recognized as a specialized observatory within 
the framework of the National Council for 
Women. 

EGYPT WOMEN ON 
BOARDS OBSERVATORY 

A growth rate of 
28.5% in one year 

16.7% The 2021 Women on 
Boards (WoB) indicator  
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The Way Forward

439 259 45

As of 2021, the total gap to reach the 2030 strategy goal of 30% women on boards is 830 women (92 annually). 
Sustaining the 3% annual increase in WoB indicator achieved in the past 2 years will enable the analyzed 
categories to reach the 2030 strategy goal by 2026. 

NBFS 
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Non-Banking 
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Banking
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Public 
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The 2021 Egypt Women on Boards Annual Monitoring Report is in partnership with the UN Women Egypt and 
the AUC WOB Observatory, following the UN’s Women-ILO joint programme (JP) in partnership with the 
National Council for Women and the Ministry of Manpower, funded by the Swedish International Development 
Agency (Sida). 
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How does Egypt Compare to the World
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52525.8%

EuroperEurEurope

Africa outperforms the 
global average with one 
in four board members 
in Africa being female, 
Egypt lags with 16.7%.

Source: Board Diversity Index Egypt 
2021 Edition

GLOBAL BOARD 
DIVERSITY STATISTICS

16.9% Global Average

MSCI ACWI INDEX

19%

Companies whose-
boards included at 
least three women 
directors for at 
least three years.
Source: MSCI Website (As 
of February 2021)
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On April 3, Arabian Food Industries 
“Domty” (DOMT) received an offer from 
Expedition Investments to acquire up to 
90% of its shares at EGP 5.0 a share. This 
implied a 27% premium to the prior day’s 
closing price. It turned out that DOMT’s 
chairman and managing director was 
among the consortium interested in the 
company. Recently, DOMT’s board of di-
rectors cleared the way for Expedition In-
vestments to conduct financial and legal 
due diligence. DOMT’s share rose 28.7% to 
close at EGP 4.49.

From March 15 to April 15 included al-
most two weeks in Ramadan, when 
trading activity usually slows down. 
However, this time it was a bit differ-
ent with the market having to react to 
a surprise decision by the Central 
Bank of Egypt (CBE). On March 21, the 
CBE devalued the Egyptian Pound by 
14%. Also, the CBE hiked interest rates 
by 100 basis points. Incidentally, Na-
tional Bank of Egypt and Banque 
Misr, the two largest state-owned 
banks, introduced 18% one-year certif-
icates of deposits. 

Granted, investors had to recalibrate 
their portfolios to overweight stocks 
that will benefit off higher interest 
rates and a weaker Egyptian pound. 
The latter was strong enough to en-
tice fresh GCC investments in a select 
group of Egyptian stocks. By mid-
April, ADQ Holding—a UAE sovereign 
fund—agreed with the Egyptian gov-
ernment to snatch sizable minority 
stakes in five leading EGX-listed com-

panies for a total investment just shy 
of $2 billion. ADQ agreed to acquire 
namely 17% of CIB (COMI) (up 8.3% 
during the period), 12.6% of Fawry 
(FWRY) (down 3.3%), 21.5% of Abu Qir 
Fertilizers (ABUK) (up 3.1%), 20% of 
MOPCO (MFPC) (up 9.1%), and 32% of 
Alexandria Container Handling 
(ALCN) (up 8.3%). However, the agree-
ment was only made public by April 
12, so its impact was not really felt dur-
ing the period. Thus, EGX 30 rose only 
2.5% to 10,679.6, while EGX 70 EWI 
slipped 2.3% to 1,776.2. Still, both mar-
ket indices were negative on a year-
to-date basis, down 10.6 percent and 
19.3%, respectively. During the period, 
declines continued to outnumber ad-
vances, albeit 3 to 2. 

The Egyptian stock market seems 
to have become a playground for 
mergers and acquisitions (M&A), 
given its deep discount. Other com-
panies were subject to M&A activity, 
such as Juhayna Food Industries 

(JUFO) (up 30.7% during the period), 
B Investments (BINV) (up 24.1%), and 
Domty (DOMT) (up 28.7%). Interest 
came from both GCC and local inves-
tors. Qatari Baladna Food Industries, a 
consumer company listed on Qatar 
Exchange, revealed it had acquired a 
5% stake in JUFO for a total value of 
EGP285.8 million before raising it to 
7.5% later on. Also, on April 4, KSA-
based Solutions—a subsidiary of 
STC—agreed to acquire the entire 
stake that BINV owns in Giza Systems, 
valuing the latter at an enterprise 
value of $145 million. Meanwhile, a day 
before, DOMT received an offer for up 
to 90% of its shares at EGP 5.0 a share, 
a 27% premium 

At such low valuation levels, Egyp-
tian stocks seem to provide both 
strategic and financial investors with 
high return on investment. Thus, in-
vestors are forced to reconsider their 
game plans altogether in view of 
what seems to be a paradigm shift. 

Arabian Food Industries “Domty” (DOMT)

A paradigm shift?
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How do you view the current performance of the 
grocery retail sector in regard to investment and 
demand? 
The grocery sector in Egypt is quite substantial in 
size, but largely underdeveloped and fragmented. 
Organized retail represents only 25% of the market, 
with the remainder dominated by smaller mom-and-
pop stores and traditional souks. Some may view this 
as a weakness, but it also represents a huge opportu-
nity for local, regional and multinational retailers to 
invest in our local market. 

The grocery retail market in Egypt is estimated at 
more than EGP 900 billion, and it continues to 
increase with the overall growth of the population, 
which currently stands at approximately 105 million. 
So Egypt is by far the biggest market by population 
in the MENA region, and everyone has to eat and 
drink. This combination of a big consumer market 
and an underdeveloped retail sector makes Egypt 
one of the most lucrative markets for retail invest-
ment in the region, in spite of the operational chal-
lenges retailers may sometimes face. 

What is Spinneys’ competitive edge? 
One of our important differentiators is our ability to oper-
ate multiple store formats. Our store portfolio includes 
both hypermarkets and supermarkets with a presence 
in eight governorates across Egypt. Most of the other 
retailers operate either hypermarkets or supermarkets, 
while we operate both and this allows for greater adapt-
ability to local market needs and faster expansion. More 
recently, we also introduced online shopping, which has 
become our fastest-growing revenue channel over the 
past two years.  Another area of strength is a wide and 
diverse Spinneys-branded range of products in all three 
of our main categories: fresh food, fast moving consumer 
goods and general merchandise. Our Spinneys range 
provides customers with high-quality products at more 
affordable prices than general market brands. One of our 
key differentiators also is a very popular loyalty program 
among our customers. The scheme allows Spinneys cus-
tomers to earn and redeem points with every purchase, 
whether in a store or online. We also provide loyalty club 
members with exclusive offers and discounts in addition 
to the regular offers available for all other customers. 

RETAIL’S   NEW
OPPORTUNITIES
This year should be an intriguing year for retail as 
the sector shakes off obstacles of the previous two 
years and takes a big leap toward what future shop-
ping will look like, with new technology paving the 
way for a more inviting online experience.  
Brands are rethinking their strategies quickly, 
blending their presence both online and offline by 
leveraging an established approach — omnichan-
nel. Adopting an omnichannel strategy requires cre-
ating a coordinated, seamless shopping experience 
across multiple channels, re-envisioning the role of 
physical stores in the process.  
Spinneys Egypt is a successful case in point, bring-
ing their products to consumers the way they need 
them, even during challenging inflationary pres-
sures.  In a one-on-one interview, CEO Mohanad 
Adly of Spinneys Egypt  talks about current con-
sumer behavior, the market outlook and his compa-
ny’s investment plans. 

By Ola Noureldin

 Mohanad Adly  
CEO of Spinneys Egypt



What are the general challenges the retail industry  
is going through? 
A longstanding obstacle facing all retail investors in the 
Egyptian market is red tape. Laws governing the indus-
try are, unfortunately, excessive and redundant. As a 
result, some regional and multinational retailers have 
exited the market in the past. Others that still have a 
presence find it difficult to grow because of the obstruc-
tive bureaucracy they are confronted with. The govern-
ment has made some efforts recently to reform laws and 
institutions governing retail in an attempt to encourage 
more investment in the sector. I believe it’s a step in the 
right direction, but more improvement is still needed for 
the investment process to be as efficient as it is in some 
of the more developed markets in the region. 

 
What are some significant challenges Spinneys is  
currently facing? 
We have a very ambitious expansion plan for the 
Egyptian market. We want to introduce the Spinneys 
shopping experience to as many new geographic loca-
tions as we possibly can to be closer to our customers. So 
the main challenge for us is an internal one that we have 
taken upon ourselves. We have done well to expand our 
store network nationally since the launch of our first store 
in Cairo in 2006, but we want to grow at an even faster 
pace over the next three years.  We recognize the impor-
tance of growing profitably. So it’s not just about adding 
new stores, but we also have to be selective in the loca-
tions we choose and the terms we agree to. All our exist-
ing stores create value and we want to keep it that way as 
we expand. Our team, therefore, has to work hard to 
screen and select prime location stores in the geographic 
areas we’ve identified for expansion and be able to nego-
tiate reasonable commercial terms with landlords. 

 
How has consumption changed since the pandemic?  
We saw an accelerated shift to e-commerce with the 
onset of the pandemic and the ensuing lockdowns 
that were imposed. Online shopping was already 
becoming increasingly popular before 2020, but the 
pandemic brought exponential growth in e-com-
merce activity. Delivery has been our fastest-growing 
sales channel over the past two years and the ramp-
up continues even after life has now returned to nor-
mal.  In terms of consumption, consumers initially 
resorted to stocking up on essential items at the start 
of the pandemic as they feared supplies could be dis-
rupted. As time passed, they gradually went back to 
normal consumption levels, but the focus remained 

on essential groceries and hygiene-related products 
like sanitizers and face masks. However, the biggest 
change in buying behavior was felt in the general 
merchandise category, as consumers did not spend 
on high ticket items like electronics and heavy 
household products. 
 
How do you think consumption will change given 
 the recent surge in prices? 
As prices increase, consumers naturally tend to reduce 
consumption. But they also change their shopping 
behavior. Consumers are becoming more price-driven in 
their choices. Promotions are more popular now than 
they have been traditionally, and discounts represent a 
bigger share of overall sales than they did before inflation 
accelerated. Generally speaking, retailers tend to favor 
reasonable inflation levels because it usually means 
there’s healthy demand. However, when it reaches dou-
ble-digit levels like we saw in March, it adversely affects 
consumer buying power. This is unfortunately the case 
right now. The recent surge in prices is caused by a rise 
in production and transportation costs and supply chain 
bottlenecks, rather than strong consumer demand. 

 
How might Spinneys’ strategy change? 
We are listening to our customers carefully and trying 
to identify their changing needs. We also are stepping 
up our promotional activities with vendor partners in 
an effort to try to present our customers with more 
affordable choices. Our mission is to always try to meet 
and exceed our customers’ expectations, and we rec-
ognize that challenging times like these are when con-
sumers will be looking for our support more than at any 
other time. 

 
Spinneys produces many original products. How 
did the increase in commodity prices affect your 
production? 
As I mentioned earlier, our own label products are priced 
more competitively than mainstream brands. The price 
gap between Spinneys products and generic brands is 
usually no less than 20% to 25% in any given category. 
Sometimes our own products would be more than 40% 
lower than market-leading brands, which is a huge plus 
at times of high inflation. Of course, like everyone else we 
are affected by the increase in production and trans-
portation costs, and some of that increase still has to be 
passed on to customers. However, the general strategy 
remains that Spinneys-branded products have to be 
more affordable than any other brand. 
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Spinneys’ branches are mostly in major cities. Do you 
see potential in expanding to smaller ones? 
We already operate stores in several smaller cities. 
Currently, we have a store presence in eight different 
governorates/cities in Egypt including Cairo, Giza, 
Alexandria, Hurghada, Tanta, the North Coast, Minya and 
Sadat City. Our plan is to continue to expand our net-
work of stores nationally wherever there is demand, and 
we will not be restricted to only major cities. In many 
cases, prospective stores in the smaller cities are just as 
commercially viable as ones in the big cities because the 
areas are densely populated and underserved. It also is 
true that commercial real estate in provincial areas is 
much cheaper than in major cities, and this can make 
the business case for a new store more compelling. 

 
What are your investment plans? Are they affected by 
global inflationary pressures? 
Our investment plans are long-term, and we recognize 
that whatever economic challenges facing the market 
now can only be short-term. So our investment plans are 
largely unchanged, and our commitment to the 
Egyptian market is steadfast. We will continue to invest 
not only in physical store expansion but also in technolo-
gy and innovation to keep up with the ever-changing 
market trends. We already opened two new stores this 
year, and we have three more stores currently under 
construction. Our next planned store opening 
will be in Nasr City before the end of Ramadan, 
and two other stores will open before the end of 
June. One of them will be in New Alamein, and 
this will mark our second store opening on the 
North Coast after the successful launch and 
operation of our Rivette mall store three  
years ago. 
 
Will this period influence your 
marketing efforts? 
Our marketing campaigns are always 
designed with our customers in mind. As 
we try to identify our customers’ evolv-
ing needs in changing times, we 
always customize our cam-
paigns accordingly. 
Overall, we usually 
step up our mar-
keting efforts 
during chal-
lenging times to 
try to deliver the 
message to customers 
that we understand their 

concerns and are here for them in their time of need. Our 
focus these days is to    highlight the local alternatives to 
some of the items that are no longer available due to the 
recently imposed import restrictions. 

 
How can the government spur further investment in 
the retail sector? 
The demand for grocery retail is there, and the market 
size is huge compared to other MENA markets. So the 
investment case for local and international retailers will 
always be quite compelling. All the government needs to 
do is iron out some of the obstacles facing retailers when 
they decide to invest. Cutting red tape is key, and mov-
ing to a one-stop approach for the licensing of new 
stores will definitely help spur future investments. 

 
How do you compare the performance of the retail 
industry in Egypt versus neighboring countries? 
The GCC markets have a relatively developed retail sec-
tor compared to the rest of the MENA region. The sector 
is more organized, and modern trade commands a 
much bigger share of the overall grocery market than 
we have here locally. Consumer buying power is also 
stronger in the GCC, but our main advantage is that we 
have a much bigger population here in Egypt. � 
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BOARD 
OF GOVERNORS 

PRESIDENT 
Tarek Tawfik, Cairo Poultry Group  
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 

 David Chi, Apache Egypt Companies  
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 

 Tarek Mohanna, MHR & Partners in Association with White & Case  
VICE PRESIDENT, MEMBERSHIP 
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Mohsen ElBeltagy, The Egyptian International Co. for Land Reclamation (Belco) 
Hesham El Naggar, Daltex Corporation 
Seif ElSadek, Agrocorp for Agriculture Investment  
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BANKING 
Chair: Mervat Soltan, Export Development Bank of Egypt 
Co-Chairs: Mohamed Abdel Kader, Citibank 
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Chair: Sylvain Merlen, Resident Representative, UNDP 
Co-Chairs: Laila Samir Hosny Attia, AlexBank 
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Chair: Hassan Hegazi, Master Trading  
Co-Chairs: Roba Ali, L'Oreal Egypt 
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Co-Chairs: Khaled Abdel Kader, KlayyTech 
Wael Abdoush, IBM 
Mirna Arif, Microsoft Egypt 
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HR (TALENT MANAGEMENT) 
Chair: Emad Nasr, Lecico Egypt 
Co-Chairs: Mohamed Elsenary, Commercial International Bank (CIB) 
Kunal Sharma, Unilever Mashreq
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Co-Chairs: Ayman Abd el Hameed, El Taamir Mortgage Finance - Aloula 
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Tarek Azmy, Corporate Leasing Company Egypt (CORPLEASE)

INDUSTRY & TRADE 
Co-Chairs: Ashraf Bakry, Unilever Mashreq 
Omar Elsahy, Amazon.eg 
Alaa Hashim, Giza Seeds and Herbs 
Mohamed Shelbaya, PepsiCo

HEALTHCARE 
Chair: Ahmed Ezzeldin, Cleopatra Hospital Group 
Co-Chairs: Hend ElSherbini, Integrated Diagnostics Holdings IDH 
Ahmed Khalil, Janssen 
Tamer Said, Alfa Medical Group 

PHARMACEUTICALS 
Chair: Yousri Nawar, Pfizer Biopharmaceutical Egypt 
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MARKETING 
Chair: Dalia Wahba, CID Consulting 
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Ahmed Wafik, Saint-Gobain Egypt 
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Chair: Amr Abou Eita, ExxonMobil Egypt 
Co-Chairs: Karim El-Dessouky, Bechtel Overseas Corporation 
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Chair: Khaled Hashem, Honeywell Egypt 
Co-Chairs: Mai Abdelhalim, General Electric International Operation 
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Wael Hamdy Daoud, Elsewedy Electric  
Ahmed Ramadan, Power Generation Engineering and Services Com-
pany (PGESCo)
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Co-Chairs: Mohamed Abdalla, Coldwell Banker Affiliates of Middle East 
& Greater Africa 
Hazem Badran, Palm Hills Developments 
Ahmed Shalaby, Tatweer Misr 
Magued Sherif, Six of October Development & Investment Co. (SODIC)

TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS 
Chair: Marwan El Sammak, Worms Alexandria Cargo Services 
Co-Chairs: Alfred Assil, Menarail Transport Consultants  
Ahmed Elfangary, DHL Express 
Tarek Fahmy, Mediterranean Shipping Company 
Abir Leheta, Egyptian Transport & Commercial Services Co.

TRAVEL & TOURISM 
Co-Chairs: Nelly El Katib, ASTRA Travel 
Karim El Minabawy, Emeco Travel 
Sherifa Issa, Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts Egypt 
Haitham Nassar, Hilton Worldwide 
Moataz Sedky, Travco International Holding

WOMEN IN BUSINESS  
Chair: Manal Hussein AbdelRazek, New City Housing & Development 
Co-Chairs: Passant Fouad, Juhayna Food Industries Co. 
Nahla Kamal, Nestlé Egypt 
Menatalla Sadek, Hassan Allam Utilities ("HAU")

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
Chair: Walid Labadi, IFC International Finance Corporation 
Co-Chairs: Denys Denya, African Export-Import Bank 
Khalid Hamza, The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
(EBRD) 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & INNOVATION (EIC) 
Co-Chair: Ayman Ismail, The American University in Cairo 
Moataz Kotb, CultArk

COMMITTEE 
L E A D E R S   
2021 – 2022

INSURANCE 
Chair: Alaa El Zoheiry, gig-Egypt 
Co-Chairs: Haitham Taher Bassiouny, MetLife, Life Insurance Company 
Sherif ElGhatrifi, Medmark Insurance Brokerage   
Ayman Kandeel, AXA Egypt 
Angelos Krasonis, Chubb Life Insurance Company 



The healthcare system in Egypt has successfully 
battled a pandemic and is now back on track for 
growth and investment.  

Minister of Higher Education and Scientific Research 
and Acting Minister of Health and Population Khaled 
Abdel Ghafar spoke about the current state of the 
healthcare sector and goals to improve existing serv-
ices in Egypt at an April 19 AmCham event. He also 
talked about the role and importance of the private 
sector in healthcare and private sector investment. 

Abdel Ghafar said Egypt passed through difficult 
times with the COVID-19 pandemic, but he believes 
"we have perfectly managed this unprecedented 
global crisis so far." That was possible by balancing 
the health and safety of the people with maintaining 
a decent economy. The state gave the crisis commit-
tee "unlimited support to overcome" the crisis. They 
work with various ministries, including the Ministry of 
Health and the Ministry of Higher Education.  

The first step was vaccinating the population. Abdel 
Ghafar said the vaccination campaign had reached 
nearly 80 million as of April. There are almost 34 mil-
lion fully vaccinated people in Egypt. That is 54.8% of 
the targeted population over 18 years old and 48% of 
the target population over 12 years old. However, he 
said almost 65 million doses remain, enough to vac-
cinate nearly 40 million more people.  

"The healthcare system in Egypt is quite difficult 
and quite diverse," Abdel Ghafar said, adding it is a 
mixed bag. "It's good because it's resilient enough," 
the pandemic proved. It's also diverse, including pub-
lic hospitals, university hospitals, addiction treatment 
centers, and private sector medical facilities.  

However, the future of healthcare in Egypt, he said, is 
universal health insurance. In 2018, Egypt enacted a law 
regulating the universal healthcare system. The minis-
ter noted that Egypt Vision 2030 and Sustainable De-
velopment Goals set by the United Nations would 
shape the national healthcare landscape. Universal 
health coverage started in seven governorates. But they 
"are planning to capitalize on that and expand within 
the next 10 years to cover most governorates," he said.  

Abdel Ghafar said other priorities include improving 
quality "through capacity building of healthcare 
workers." The ministry is also enhancing non-com-
municable disease services, "improving citizens' nu-
trition and capitalizing on advanced technology," as 
well as developing the pharmaceutical sector.   

Several presidential initiatives support the health-
care system's future in Egypt, said Abdel Ghafar. 
These include a flagship healthcare campaign that 
aims to eliminate waitlists, detect genetic diseases in 
newborns early and improve senior care. In almost 
four years since the start of the campaign, "we have 
succeeded in reaching more than 86 million Egyptian 
citizens."  

Abdel Ghafar said one of the campaign's first and 
central targets is eliminating the Hepatitis C virus. At 
one point, Egypt had one of the highest rates of Hep-
atitis C cases in the world. Now, it has fully mitigated 
the virus. This "great achievement from the Ministry 
of Health" is an excellent example of the future of 
healthcare in Egypt. 
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The future of Egyptian 
healthcare
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EVENTS

Pre-Annual General Meeting



On March 28, the AmCham Women in Business 
Committee organized an event titled "Toward Build-
ing Inclusive and Sustainable Communities for 
Women." Keynote speakers included Nevine El Kab-
baj, minister of social solidarity, and Maya Morsi, pres-
ident of the National Council of Women 

The conference highlighted two topics that em-
phasize the inclusion of women: the gendered cause 
of green economics and financial inclusion. The first 
session was titled "An Inclusive COP27: Closing the 
Gender Gap." Speakers included Ghada Hammouda, 
chief sustainability and marketing officer, Qalaa 
Holdings; Sarah El Battouty, founder and chair-
woman, ECOnsult; and Simone Oluoch-Olunya, Arab 
states political participation adviser and COP adviser, 
UN Women. 

The second session addressed "Financial Inclusion: 
The Critical Role of Open Banking." Speakers included 
Amr Abou El Azm, executive vice-chairman and CEO 
of Tamweely Micro Finance; Bassel El Tokhy, valU's 
COO; Gielan El-Messiri, deputy representative at UN 
Women; and Mervat Sultan, chairman of Egyptian Ex-
port Development Bank. 

With Egypt hosting COP27 in November in Sharm 
El-Sheikh, women's inclusion is a vital topic of discus-
sion in talks preceding and during the climate summit 
itself. Unfortunately, COP26 was far from inclusive. The 
average balance of delegations has been 75% men to 
25% women across all COPs. History has shown that 
policies without women's participation exacerbate ex-
isting inequalities and hinder innovation. 

Despite the pandemic, Egypt made progress on UN 
Sustainable Development Goals in 2021 related to 
quality education, clean water, industry, innovation, 
and infrastructure. 

The National Council of Women presented "Egypt's 
Global Perspective: Women, Environment and Cli-
mate Change," promoting gender-sensitive perspec-
tives; strengthening women's voices and their 
participation in environmental governance; leverag-
ing opportunities for women in the transition to a 
green economy and green consumption; and within 

the blue economy in the context of achieving sustain-
able development. 

Regarding women's financial inclusion, Egypt has 
undergone many policy-related changes and eco-
nomic advances that have facilitated women's en-
gagement in the private sector and ensured their 
financial independence. Egypt has put financial inclu-
sion among its top priorities as part of the 2030 Vision 
goals to support small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs), formalize the informal sector, raise employ-
ment rates and achieve sustainable economic growth. 

Additionally, recognizing the importance of digital 
transformation to advocate for financial inclusion in 
rural communities and developing a cashless econ-
omy, Egypt offered technology-based policies even 
before the COVID-19 outbreak. These included regu-
lations for mobile payments and e-wallets by the Cen-
tral Bank of Egypt and the launching of the National 
e-Commerce Strategy in December 2017. Also, 32 of 
Egypt's 38 banks have started to provide internet 
banking services, such as e-wallets.

Toward Building 
Inclusive Communities

28 Mar

EVENTS

Women in Business
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For several years, the Egyptian Tax Authority (ETA) has 
modified and digitized its tax administration and reg-
ulations. Those updates mainly focused on increasing 
trust between the ETA and taxpayers, dealing with 
multinationals in Egypt where their country of res-
idence is different from the country where they make 
their profits, and trying to tax digital-only foreign 
businesses making a profit in Egypt.  

On March 29, AmCham's Customs and Taxation 
Committee organized an event titled "Corporate Tax 
Filing and Unified Tax Procedures Law: Updates, Re-
quirements and Challenges" to discuss those crucial 
topics.  

Ahmed El Sayed, Ernst & Young tax partner, high-
lighted the changing philosophy of ETA's recent reg-
ulatory reforms. "Tax declaration forms have become 
very important now," he said. That is because they 
have become "self-assessment" forms where the ETA 

deals with payers based on how the latter assessed 
their taxable profits.  

Ramy Minia, a tax partner at Saleh, Barsoum & 
Abdel Aziz – Deloitte, explained how multilateral in-
struments prevent double taxation in multinationals. 
"Those companies have a country of residence and 
different countries where they make their profits," he 
said. Those laws eventually led multinationals to start 
tax planning to ensure they pay the least tax possible, 
which required modifications to prevent treaty 
abuse.  

Lastly, Sherif Shawki, Senior Tax Partner at Price-
waterhouseCoopers, stressed the importance of de-
veloping and upgrading laws to deal with digital-only 
businesses such as Netflix, Careem, and Uber. "The 
exchange of information and transparency are essen-
tial to cope with those changes," he said.

On April 19, the AmCham Human Resources (Talent 
Management) Committee hosted a Webinar titled 
"How Technology Is Changing the Face of HR." Speakers 
included Engy Mahmoud, HR operations and digital 
transformation senior lead at Vodafone Egypt; and Pra-
nav Sharma, Go-To-Market Strategy and Partnerships 
at impress.ai. 

Speakers discussed leveraging robotic process auto-
mation (RPA), artificial intelligence (AI), and other tech-
nologies in the employee lifecycle. They also took a 
deep dive into AI's place in recruitment, learning and 
development. 

Mahmoud clarified the importance of technology in 
the recruitment and retention of employees, high-
lighting how the COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the 
need for digitization. As a result, employees have 
grown used to flexible hours and working remotely. 
She predicted flexible work strategies would become 
the norm by 2030. 

With the prevalence of remote work, technology is es-
sential in HR functions. That is most apparent in recruit-
ment, efficient processes throughout the employee 
lifecycle, and a better employee experience. AI is an ex-
cellent example of how technology can improve HR 
functions and ensure effectiveness. 

Sharma emphasized the role AI has in the recruit-
ment process. It uses software to gather, sort and sift 
through data, making decisions based on these cal-
culations the way a person would make decisions, at 
least on a focused range of matters. AI streamlines the 
application process for candidates and recruiters 
through its various integrations to achieve significant 
reductions in shortlisting time.  

In addition, AI can significantly reduce bias toward job 
applicants, both during interviews and during candi-
date evaluation. That results from AI's ability to generate 
reports summarizing applicants' skill sets, previous job 
experience and educational background.

Human Resources

Customs and Taxation

AI's role in human 
resources

The latest taxation 
updates

29 Mar

19 Apr

EVENTS



PAPER/PRINTING/PUBLISHING 
& PACKAGING

Emak For Computer Manufacturing 
Mahmoud Elsayed 
CEO 

Address:  Lot 14, 118 Street, Block 
12006, Industrial Zone A, El Obour 
City, Al Obour City, Cairo 
Website: www.emak-co.com 
Tel: (20-12) 2233-9304 

Membership 
Type:  

Associate  
Resident

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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Delta Trading & Commercial 
Agencies  
Mohamed Younes 
Chairman 
 
Address: 64 Abo El Fotoh Buildings, 
Haram Street, Al Haram, Giza 
Website: NA 
Tel: 3337-4247/ 3582-7333 

Membership 
Type:  

Associate  
Resident  

FOOD & BEVERAGES

Simonds Bakery & Arigato Sushi and 
Grill 
Mostafa Younes Elsakka 
CEO 

Address: 102, 26th of July Street, 
Zamalek, Cairo 
Website: 
https://order.simondsbakery.com/ 
Tel: Short No: 16264 

Membership 
Type: 

Associate  
Resident

Membership 
Type: 

Associate  
Resident

BUILDING MATERIALS

Union Corp 
  Ahmed Moataz ElSaid 
Chairman 

Address: 42A, Al Multaqa Al Araby 
Buildings (in front of Saaqa Street), 
Masakan Sheraton, Heliopolis, Cairo 
Website: www.epcsolutions.org 
Tel: (20-2) 2269-9460/ 2269-9470/ 
2064-4458 

NEW MEMBERS

For any change to contact information, please contact the Membership Services Department at the Chamber’s office 
Tel: (20-2) 3333-6900, ext. 0016   |   Fax: (20-2) 3336-1050   |   E-mail: membership@amcham.org.eg

NEW AFFILIATE MEMBERS

Academic/Educational/Research & 
Development (R&D)  
Maha Mourad 
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies and 
Administration Business School, The American 
University in Cairo 

Automotive 
Waleed Fathi 
NMEG Plant Director, Nissan Motor Egypt SAE 

Financial Sector 
Salma Hussein 
Head of Learning and Talent and HRBPs, 
Attijariwafa Bank S.A. 

Food & Beverages 
Shazia Syed 
EVP North Africa, Unilever Mashreq 

Industrial Machinery & Equipment 
Mohamed Harraz 
Country Manager, General Electric International 
Operation 

Information Technology 
Mohamed Wahby 
CEO - AMAN E-Payments, Raya Holding 

Petroleum 
Hussein Fouad El Ghazzawy 
Business Development Director, Intro Group 

Power 
Manal Hassan 
Group Sustainability and CSR Director, Elsewedy 
Electric 

Service Providers 
Mayada Saeed 
Human Resources Director, G4S Secure Solutions 
(Egypt) L.L.C 
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Category: Affiliate 
Sector: Food & Beverages

Manal Mohamed Abdel Galiel 
Executive Implementation Manager, John Snow Inc. 

Kuljit Ghata-Aura 
Middle East, Turkey and Africa (META), Boeing International 
Corporation 

Kato Ken 
Chief Representative, Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 

Abd El-Rahman Talaat 
Head of Corporate & Investment Banking Division, Qatar National 
Bank Al Ahli (QNB AA) 

Mayar Naguib 
Communications Manager, Philip Morris Misr, LLC 

Dalia Wahba 
CEO, Hassan Allam Utilities ("HAU") 

Alaa El-Dabaa 
Deputy Country Chair, Shell Egypt 

Sameh Attia Boulos 
Governmental Affairs & Policy Senior Manager Jordan and East 
North Africa, Janssen - Pharmaceutical Companies of Johnson & 
Johnson 

Pelin Mavili 
Director, Public Policy, MENAT, Netflix International BV 

Manal Mohamed Abdel Galiel 
Executive Implementation Manager, John Snow Inc. 

Abd El-Rahman Talaat 
Head of Corporate & Investment Banking Division, Qatar National 
Bank Al Ahli (QNB AA) 

Category: Affiliate  
Sector: Consultancy

Category: General  
Sector: Defense

Category: Public & Diplomatic 
Sector: Diplomatic Missions

Category: Affiliate 
Sector: Financial Sector

Change in Member Category

Mohamed Bedeir 
Chief Executive Officer & Board Member, Qatar National Bank Al 
Ahli (QNB AA) 

Category: General 
Sector: Financial Sector

NEW REPLACEMENTS IN MEMBER COMPANIES

Category: Affiliate 
Sector: Consultancy

Category: Associate Resident  
Sector: Investment

Category: Affiliate  
Sector: Petroleum

Category: Affiliate 
Sector: Pharmaceuticals/ 
Medical/Health

Category: Associate Non-Resident 
Sector: Service Providers

Category: Affiliate 
Sector: Financial Sector
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Egyptair

Egyptair is pleased to extend the protocol agreement for the year 2021-2022. 
This agreement entitles all AmCham members and their first degree family 
members to a special preferential reductions on Egyptair INTERNATIONAL 
flights ONLY. 
Up to 15% Discount over Egyptair’s special fares, depending on the booking class. 
2% Additional Discount on New York & Washington flights 

*This deal is applicable on trips from and to Egypt. 
*All discounts are not applicable to Jeddah/ Al Madina during Hajj and Omra 
season during the months of Ragab, Shaaban & Ramadan. 

Discounts will be granted for AmCham members upon  
presenting their AmCham 2022 membership card 

For more information, please contact: 
Call Center from mobiles: 1717 / from land lines: 090070000 
Contact: Astra Travel 
Downtown Adly Branch: 
Tel: (20-2) 3333-2200    Tel: (20-2) 2390-6078/ 2392-7680   
Fax: (20-2) 2391-1256   
Zamalek Club Fence Branch:    
Tel: (20-2) 3347-2027/ 3347-5193/ 3305-1431    Fax: (20-2) 3346-4501 
Email: elzamalek@egyptair.com 
Shobra Branch: Tel: (20-2) 2206-9071/3/5    
Heliopolis Korba Branch: Tel: (20-2) 2418-3722    

Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/ 
cyberlink for more information on AmCham benefits 

This offer is valid until June 2022

United Sons Moving Services

United Sons is pleased to offer AmCham members the following 
exclusive benefits: 

15% Discount on any local move within Cairo city limits (up to a •
50 km radius)  

10% Discount on any local move within Egypt  •
5% Discount on any international move  •
Priority booking for member companies’ requests •
No overtime charge for services provided after working hours •
Free storage at our warehouse for all international moves •

 
Discounts will be granted for AmCham members upon  

presenting their AmCham 2022 membership card 
 
For more information, please contact: Samer Elhamy 
Tel: (20-2) 2754-4974/ 94/ Mobile: (20-10) 6210-1998  
Emails: info@unitedsons.org  
 

 
Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/ 

cyberlink for more information on AmCham benefits 
 

This offer is valid until December 31, 2022

DHL Express

DHL Express is proud to offer all AmCham members an exclusive 
30% discount on DHL published rates for outbound inter-
national shipping services, and a 15% discount on shipping cost 
with DHL MENA eShop (To be used with AmCham Promo Code 
from AmCham Cyberlink). 
 
N.B: 
- The discount is not available for domestic shipping.  
- The discount is not to be used in conjunction with other 
promotions from DHL.  
- Pick up service is now available. 
 

Discounts will be granted for AmCham members upon  
presenting their AmCham 2022 membership card 

 
For further information about the nearest DHL location visit our 
website http://www.dhlegypt.com/en.html or call DHL hotline 
16345    

Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/ 
cyberlink for more information on AmCham benefits 

 

This offer is valid until December 31, 2022

CONRAD CAIRO HOTEL

EXCLUSIVE OFFERS

Is pleased to extend its offer of 10% discount on room rates, 50% dis-
count on car parking in addition to 20% discount on Food & Bever-
ages in the below restaurants: 
- Solana’s unique Friday Brunch                    
- Kamala, Asian Bar and Dining Restaurant 
-Oak Grill 
- Jayda Nile Terrace, on Thursday & Friday   
- Stage One Bar & Lounge on Weekends 
* Discount is not applicable on public holidays, special occasions, 
Christmas and New Year’s Eve 
* Discount is not applicable on alcoholic beverages 
 

 
Discounts will be granted for AmCham members upon  

presenting their AmCham 2022 membership card  
For more information, please contact: 
Karim Nagy 
Telephone: (20-2) 2580-8481      Reservation: 202 2580-8888 
Email: dining.conradcairo@conradhotels.com 
  

 Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/  
cyberlink for more information on AmCham benefits   

This offer is valid until December 31, 2022



Diab directs three 'Moon Knight' episodes 
Filmmaker Mohamed Diab has directed three episodes of Moon 
Knight, a TV mini-series produced by Disney, which premiered 
on Mar. 30 on Disney+. He directed episodes one, three, and 
five and was co-executive producer of the series.  

"Moon Knight" is the first collaboration by the Egyptian director 
and Marvel Studios and Disney Plus.  

Egyptian actor Ahmed Dash portrayed Young Punk, who loses 
a fight against Marc Spector (Moon Knight) in episode three      
titled "The Friendly Type." 

The six-episode series focuses on the titular character, who  
becomes the human avatar of the ancient Egyptian moon god 
Khonshu. The series trailer was released in January and has   
garnered 33 million views. 

Diab spoke about his eagerness to include Egyptian identity 
as a critical component of the show. Too often, he said, Egyptian 
culture is "exoticized and dehumanized." He also said he man-
aged to infuse some Egyptian humor into Moon Knight, despite 
the serious tone of the series, with the support of Oscar Isaac, 
an American who plays Spector. 

Isaac's multilayered role includes shifting between characters. 
As mercenary Spector, he harnesses the power of the ancient 
Egyptian gods, then becomes Steven Grant.  

Bahraini-born actress May Calamawy also appears in the series. 
Born in 2000, Dash began acting in television commer-

cials, then had his big breakthrough in Amr Salama's "Excuse 
My French," followed by roles in more than 20 films and tel-
evision series. Other parts include "Photocopy" (2017), which 
Tamer Ashri directed, staring Mahmoud Hemeida and Sherine 
Reda, and Peter Mimi's "Casablanca" (2019), starring Amir 
Karara. 

Diab's directorial debut was "Cairo 6,7,8" (2010), released 
weeks before the Egyptian revolution. It won a Silver Hugo for 
Best Feature Film and Best International Feature at the Chicago 
International Film Festival 2011.  

Diab's breakthrough came with "Clash" in 2016, which he directed 
and co-wrote with Khaled Diab. The drama, which takes place dur-
ing the Jan. 25 revolution, was Egypt's submission in the Oscars for-
eign-language film category in 2017. Dash also starred in Clash. 

Ahram Online, Apr. 14  
ISESCO recognizes Cairo as an Islamic 
culture capital 
Minister of Culture Inas Abdel Dayem and Salem bin Muhammad 
Al-Malik, director of the Islamic World Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Organisation (ISESCO), kicked off celebrations after select-
ing Cairo as 2022's cultural capital of the Islamic world on Apr. 11. 

Abdel Dayem said Cairo deserves to be a beacon of culture 
and enlightenment because the city represents human civiliza-
tions' cultural and artistic diversity throughout history. She 
stressed that celebrations would include 149 creative activities 
that embody Egyptian identity. 

The culture minister presented Al-Malik with a commemorative 
shield and the flag of the historical event. 

The launch also included opening a permanent exhibition titled 
"Cairo, Capital of Culture in the Islamic World in Egyptian Doc-
uments," which was prepared by the General Authority of the Na-
tional Library, and exhibitions of books, plastic arts, and Arabic 
calligraphy. It is present on King Faisal Street in Giza Governorate 

The celebration also included a performance by the Hadra Sufi 
Chanting Troupe at the Egyptian Opera House. 

Daily News Egypt, Apr. 11

Media Lite collates a selection of some the most entertaining offbeat and lighthearted news items published in the local press. All opinions and allegations 
belong solely to the original source publications and no attempt has been made to ascertain their veracity.

A Glance At The Press

April 30, Al-Masry Al-Youm

“How can I get to the station, please?” 
 

“After Eid…after Eid.” 

MEDIA LITE
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